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Dr. M. A. BUNTINE—A SCHOOL TRIBUTE.

Dr. M. A. Buntine succeeded Rev. F. W. Rolland as Principal of the Geelong College in 1946, as the School entered its 85th year. He came with a fine reputation as a soldier, scholar, schoolmaster and sportsman, one who, in fact, was well qualified to assume the substantial responsibility of directing a Great Public School.

For more than fourteen years, he gave himself to the College. They were busy years and there were naturally problems, many of them greater than ever before, because the College was growing rapidly, the economy in the post-war boom was inflated and, for many boys, the School had to supply a father’s discipline.

One could not expect that Dr. Buntine would be an entirely free agent in the solution of these problems in a School which had a strong tradition already pointing a way. Yet he did not hesitate.

Where he saw a need or a deficiency, he dealt with it promptly, definitely. There was an air of finality about his pronouncements which commanded respect.

Dr. Buntine began with a beautiful school and improved its beauty. On every hand, there is clear evidence of his planning, his planting here, his pruning there, his perseverance in the pursuit of beauty. As a result, the present day Geelong Collegian lives in surroundings which are bound to influence him for good. Those who know are aware that it is not all outward show. Care of the boarders was a particular concern of his and he was always striving for the careful cultivation of a climate in which a boy could grow to reveal his best. So he created the new office of full-time Chaplain; so there exists today a domestic staff, House matrons and resident masters whose common objective is the creation of good conditions for the production of Christian citizens.

Whether in the pursuit of tidy classrooms, gentlemanly deportment on the Dance Floor or in the House, sportsmanship whatever the result of the game, the Head was a familiar figure about the School. He abhorred raucous, uncouth, selfish barracking at the Oval or on the River bank and was never slow in showing his feelings about these things. The dress of the School had his attention and there were introduced the fine grey sportscoat and slacks which have become the hallmark of the well-turned out Collegian of every day.

Considerable Academic and Sporting success was achieved during his period as Principal. An Exhibition was won in each of the last six years of his term. During his regime, the College won its first Cricket Premierships and, in his last year, the First VIII equalled Wesley’s long-standing record of five Head of the River victories in six years.

To the boy with difficulties, Dr. Buntine was a patient and understanding friend. Many boys will long remember him for his concern and practical help, work done behind the scenes and of which few knew the details. Indeed his critics claimed that his patience with the ‘awkward’ or ‘non-conforming’ boy endured to a fault.

His devotion to the Cadet Corps was well known. Its fine kilted uniform today is entirely the result of his long and careful planning and his unremitting work in measuring and fitting, a task he deputied to no-one.

Dr. Buntine’s greatest visible monument is undoubtedly the fine and extensive additions to the school buildings. He it was who persuaded the Council to purchase three houses for married masters, so that the very desirable continuity and permanency of staff might be assured. Although the impressive War Memorial block, erected during his term was inspired by his predecessor, the New Preparatory School was his, from the purchase of most of the land, through the plans, the changes and the delays to the beautiful new unit which he had the joy and satisfaction to see opened in the last term of his Principalship.

Dr. Buntine was concerned to look after not only his boys but also his staff. One of his last acts was to introduce a scheme of Staff Superannuation which is the envy of other Schools. It is not surprising, therefore, that every section of the College could see itself as a part of a great unified enterprise of Christian Education.

When Dr. Buntine was first introduced to the College, there were quoted the famous words of Rabbi Ben Ezra: “Grow old along with me, the best is yet to be.” In the 99th year, Collegians hardly need further time to appreciate his success in creating the ‘best’ for our generation. Dargie’s speaking likeness on the wall of Morrison Hall will remind us of this man who lived all his College days so well according to the motto: “Sic itur ad astra.” It is easier to understand Dr. Buntine too, when one considers
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Dr. M. A. Buntine, M.A. (Melb.), Ph.D. (Edin.), Principal 1946-60.
his wife; for Mrs. Buntine was such an integral part of the School and so loved by all who knew her, that the partnership was bound to achieve great things for the College.

Dr. and Mrs. Buntine have earned our deep thanks. It is the heartfelt wish of us all that they may live to enjoy long and fruitful retirement.

**EDITORIAL.**

The changing of a headmaster is a great step in the history of any School or College, and it was taken by Geelong College for the sixth time at the conclusion of 1st term, 1960.

When a headmaster leaves the School for which he has lived and worked for many years, he must, naturally, exhibit feelings of loss and sorrow. Such is the case with that great educationalist, Dr. Buntine, who has been headmaster of the Geelong College for fourteen and a half years, and who has untiringly devoted these years of his life to improving the College and its position in the community, and to upholding its traditions and honours. During his long and successful association with the College, Dr. Buntine has seen many transformations in the buildings and layout of the grounds; he has seen numerous changes in the staff; and he has witnessed the progress through the school of many distinguished men. Now he is leaving his home and work which he has loved. But, although he may leave it in person, his thoughts, character and influence will forever remain in the minds of all those who have had any association with him, in the College, or elsewhere.

Our new principal, Mr. Thwaites, will no doubt enter our grounds with a certain amount of awe and trepidation, and it is our duty, as pupils of the School, to welcome him, and introduce him to the College mode of life, which, in some ways, may be foreign to him. Mr. Thwaites has had wide experience in the leadership of both men and boys, and everyone I am sure will wish him and Mrs. Thwaites the best, and hope that their association with our great Public School will be as long, and as enjoyable, as was that of Dr. and Mrs. Buntine.

Geelong College has over seven hundred pupils, and, in a School of this size, it is essential that there be complete understanding and co-operation between the principal and the boys. This does not mean that everyone must agree with his neighbour, but that every new idea must receive careful consideration, and, if it is eventually adopted, it should be supported by all concerned.

With the changing of a headmaster we can expect some changes in several aspects of College life, and, as Geelong Collegians with a great reputation to uphold, we must not condemn them immediately, but must adapt ourselves, and staunchly support our new leader. In past years we have done this, and, in this memorable year of 1960, ninety-one years after the foundation of Geelong College, we will continue to uphold this noble tradition.

To our last headmaster, Dr. Buntine, we extend our best wishes of good health and lasting happiness in his retirement at Albany, and, to our new leader, Mr. Thwaites, enjoyment in his new position.

**Mrs. M. A. BUNTINE, M.B.E.**

In the Queen's Birthday Honours, this month, Mrs. Buntine became a Member of The British Empire (M.B.E.) for services to youth in the district of Geelong. Mrs. Buntine as Barwon Divisional Commissioner of the Girl Guide Movement was an important figure in the considerable development of the Girl Guides in the district in recent years. We know that her help for and interest in Geelong College was also a fine service. The School offers its warmest congratulations.

B.T.
SCHOOL NOTES.

Tuesday, 9th February. Dazed and homesick boarders temporarily forgot their grief, when watching the Old Boys defeat the College 1st XI by 29 runs.

Thursday, 11th February. Rev. E. C. McLean conducted the impressive opening service for the year at St. David's Church.

Friday, 12th February. Two new masters were welcomed this year—Mr. T. H. Reid and Mr. J. W. Moorman.

Our congratulations go to the Head Prefect, Hugh Bromell who was inducted along with the school prefects in assembly.

Saturday, 20th February. The 1st XI were defeated by Xavier.

Friday and Saturday, 26th-27th February. The 1st XI, very young but improving rapidly, were defeated by Scotch in the first P.S. match.

Saturday, 27th February. We were intrigued by the underwater escapades of Jacques Cousteau in our first film for the year, "The Silent World."

Wednesday, 2nd March. The House Swimming Sports were held at Eastern Beach. After a close struggle, Shannon defeated Morrison with McArthur third and Calvert fourth.

The Swimming Team this year, the strongest we have ever had, featured much more prominently in the term's sport. Their first fixture was a meeting, which they won, at Geelong Grammar.

Friday, 11th March. The Swimming Team came second to Wesley in a meeting at Wesley College.

Saturday, 12th March. The 1st XI were defeated by Wesley College.

Tennis this term shone like the swimming. We had a young and inexperienced team but they acquitted themselves well. They lost their first meeting at Wesley College.

The Swimming team competed successfully at Colac.

Sunday, 13th March. The choir entertained in the "Back to Winchelsea" celebrations at that town.

Thursday, 17th March. The rifle team fired at the Geelong range in the first round of the 23rd Brigade shield.

Friday and Saturday, 18th-19th March. The 1st XI were defeated by Melbourne Grammar.

Saturday, 19th March. The Tennis team lost to Melbourne Grammar.

The Swimming team came second to Scotch at a meeting at Geelong Grammar.

SIR ARTHUR COLES.

It was with great interest and pleasure that the School heard the announcement that the Chairman of the School Council, Mr. A. W. Coles had been created a Knight Bachelor by Her Majesty the Queen. Sir Arthur has had a long and brilliant career and in his long period as Chairman of the Council has made an outstanding contribution to the welfare of Geelong College, his Old School. We all extend congratulations to Sir Arthur and Lady Coles and feel proud to be sharing indirectly in their honour.

The 2nd VIII played host to their rival crew Scotch 2nd VIII who came down for the day with coach Don Macmillan.

Sunday, 20th March. The first of this year's religious films was held in the Morrison Hall. The excellent film "Time and Eternity" of the "Fact and Faith" series was screened. It was shown again to the whole school the next day.

Friday and Saturday, 25th-26th March. The 1st XI were defeated at Geelong Grammar.

Saturday, 26th March.—The Swimming team came second in a meeting at Xavier College.

The Cricket team and the prefects held a dance in the Newtown Municipal Hall. It is hoped that an enjoyable night was had by all.

Friday and Saturday, 1st-2nd April. The 1st XI lost to Carey Baptist Grammar School.

Saturday, 2nd April. The Swimming team did very well at the "All Schools" Meeting in the new Olympic Pool.

Thursday, 7th April. World Health Day. Alistair McArthur gave the school an inspired and educational speech on the activities of the World Health Organization.

Friday, 8th April. With Boat Race fever mounting the school was introduced to the 1st and 2nd VIII's. In blustery and dull conditions, the two crews both won their heats.

Saturday, 9th April. The Tennis team were defeated by Geelong Grammar in the traditional pre-boat-race game.

In drizzling rain but a dead calm river, the 1st VIII won the Head of the River Final again. The 2nds lost, as last year, to another brilliant Scotch crew coached by the cunning Don Macmillan. Congratulations go to the untiring Albert Bell on his well deserved win.

Sunday, 10th April. The evening worship took the form of an Easter film service.
Wednesday, 13th April. The annual Easter service was conducted at St. David’s Church. The House Eights rowed over half a mile, Morrison won both Eights and the Fours.

Easter. The 1st XI travelled to Sydney. They defeated Scots College and drew against Cranbrook Grammar School.

A first four of first eight members and the second VIII went to Mildura to compete in the Wentworth and Mildura regattas. Both crews were successful.

Wednesday, 20th April. The football season started early with a match against Queen’s College. The team was defeated.

Saturday, 23rd April. Senior members of the P.F.A. had a combined conference with Morongo. Unfortunately bad weather prevented a trip to the You Yangs, but an interesting time was had at the New Prep. School, and out at Morongo after tea.

Monday, 25th April. Our Annual Anzac Service was held in the cloisters. Dr. Buntine and the Chaplain conducted the service. A wreath was laid in the war memorial by Hugh Bromell.

Saturday, 30th April. The first round of football practice matches against Scotch College ended with a win for the first XVIII.

Sunday, 1st May. Bad weather put off the annual Empire Youth Sunday March. However the school was present at the Aberdeen Street Baptist Church for the service. The address was given by Maj. General Beaviss.

Tuesday, 3rd May. Some senior cadets represented the school at the funeral of Lieut-General Sir Horace Robertson.

Friday, 6th May. The choir and orchestra gave an entertaining concert in Morrison Hall.

Saturday, 7th May. Ninety senior cadets went to Wye River for a week-end camp. Unfortunately the weather was unkind. A mock battle with dummy ammunition in the Wye River Valley was the feature of the camp.

Tuesday, 10th May. 16 boys and 4 masters left to brave the terrors of the wilderness in two trucks. The trip into Central Australia took all the May holidays.

On Thursday, 12th May—The last day of term a final parade of the entire school—cadet corps, non cadets, preparatory school, kindergarten and the various staffs—paraded before the retiring Principal, Dr. Buntine and Mrs. Buntine. Presentations were made to him from various groups.
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The late Sir Horace Robertson.

One of our most esteemed and famous old boys, Lieut. Gen. Sir Horace Robertson died suddenly in Heidelberg Repatriation Hospital on Thursday, 28th of April.

Geelong College has indeed lost one of its finest friends, a man who has given much time to the school since his retirement from active military life. Sir Horace Robertson has been an active member of the College Council over the last few years and his experience and capabilities will be greatly missed by the other members of the Council.

Affectionately known as "Red Robbie" because of his red hair, Sir Horace spent an active period at the College as a boy. He not only was an excellent student but also a keen footballer and athlete. The time he spent at College must have been a very happy and fruitful one for Sir Horace, for he was always proud of his school heritage and retained his affection and an active interest in the College right up until his death.

No doubt old boys will remember this dynamic and striking man not only as an Old Boy and Member of College Council, but as a famous soldier and citizen of Australia. As a soldier he gained the reputation of being a strong, active personality, outstanding as a trainer of troops and capable of inspiring the loyalty and affection of those who served under him. It has been said that his greatest contribution of national importance to Australia was his command of the occupation forces in Japan from 1946 onwards. Also his command of the British Commonwealth Forces did much for the prestige of Australia.

After his retirement from the Army, he took on an active life as a citizen providing inspiration and example to all those who knew him and worked with him. He served as Chairman of the trustees of the Exhibition Building, as a Commissioner of the Victorian State Savings Bank and as president of the British Commonwealth Society amongst many other positions, and gained further honours and public esteem.

In recent years Sir Horace made two public appearances at College. In 1951, as G.O.C. Southern Command, he came to College to speak to Senior School on conditions in Korea. Sir Horace was also the guest speaker at a Speech Day and visited the school on another occasion to review the cadet corps. Those old boys who heard him speak on those occasions and met him, will no doubt draw inspiration from the memory of a truly great man.

As does Australia, Geelong College mourns the death of one of her great old boys.

PORTRAIT OF DR. BUNTINE.

Following the March Past and Farewell Parade on the last day of first term, parents and friends and the School Prefects assembled in the Morrison Hall, where Mrs. A. W. Coles, the wife of the Chairman of the School Council, unveiled the portrait by William Dargie of the retiring Principal.

The portrait was presented to the College by the Council and the Old Collegians Association, and appropriate speeches were made by Mr. Coles and the President of the O.G.C.A., Mr. B. R. Keith. Dr. Buntine thanked all concerned for the honour afforded him. The portrait is to be shown later in the year in Sydney by Mr. Dargie, as an entry for the Archibald Prize.

EXCHANGES.

THE GEELONG COLLEGE CENTENARY BUILDING FUND.

It was over eighteen months ago that the Committee of the Old Geelong Collegians' Association, considering ways and means of rendering practical help to the College, decided to seek the approval of the Council to proceed with the launching of a campaign to raise much-needed money for the requirements of the growing school. The Council readily gave consent to the establishment of such an appeal, with the result that a joint Committee set to work to establish an organisation capable of carrying out an appeal for £100,000, to be known as The Geelong College Centenary Building Fund.

The launching of the Appeal was a most memorable occasion. Old Collegians and parents and friends were invited to attend dinners in order to hear an outline of the purposes of the Appeal. The response was magnificent. On the 9th February, under the Chairmanship of the President of the O.G.C.A., Mr. B. R. Keith, 250 Old Collegians sat down to a dinner in a beautiful marquee erected on the Oval. The following night, surpassing all expectations, more than 450 parents and friends attended a similar dinner. On this occasion, Mr. A. W. Coles was in the chair. At both functions a memorable toast to the College was proposed by Mr. H. C. Fallaw, and Dr. Buntine responded, showing that the great immediate need was the erection of boarding accommodation at the new Preparatory School. There were other pressing needs, of course—a new gymnasium, a library, a chapel were mentioned—but the prime objective was the boarders' quarters at the Preparatory School.

To the achievement of this end, the Geelong College Centenary Building Fund was launched, with an immediate objective of £100,000—"at least £100,000" said Mr. J. A. Taylor, elected Campaign Chairman.

There followed a remarkable period of feverish activity on behalf of the College, throughout the State. A committee of 156 men, comprising Old Collegians and parents and friends, led operations in Geelong. It was aimed to make a personal approach to everyone connected with the College, past or present. The enthusiasm spread rapidly to country centres.

Dinners were held and committees formed at Hamilton, Horsham, Sale, Shepparton, Ballarat and Melbourne. Groups of Committee members visited cities as far apart as Mildura and Warrnambool, and many other important places in between. The goal of £100,000 in gifts promised over five years was reached in six weeks.

At a joyful meeting the target was raised to £150,000—it was obvious that the money was urgently needed. This goal was achieved on 3rd June, at the Sydney Reunion of Old Collegians.

The intensive period of the Campaign had lasted twelve weeks. To conclude it, and to afford opportunity for all concerned to meet together with thankfulness, a Success Supper was held in the Morrison Hall on Monday, 9th May. This was preceded by a Service of Thanksgiving. During the evening Mr. A. W. Coles, General Chairman, thanked all concerned on behalf of the Council.

From this close view, one fact at least emerges clearly from the experience and effort of the Campaign, and that is that there exists a deep affection for and interest in the College among very many people from every part of the State.

In order to ensure that this interest and enthusiasm is not dissipated, and indeed also to provide drive for further developments, a Follow-on Committee, chaired by Mr. G. J. Betts, a member of the Council, has agreed to continue to work for the good of the school and to ensure that every interested person, whether Old Collegian, parent, present, past or future, or friend, may have the opportunity of identifying himself with the building of these most urgently needed extensions.

A sidelight of the Appeal Campaign was the large tally board kept in the Morrison Hall. Each week, as the total mounted, it was viewed with much anticipation and satisfaction by the committee members, and next morning was regarded with some awe by the school at Assembly, when Dr. Buntine drew attention to the rapidly growing total.

Finally, it should be noted that a record of all donors is naturally being kept. If, by chance, anyone reading this has not been contacted about his part, it is most sincerely hoped that he will write to the Registrar, Mr. B. R. Keith, Geelong College.

If a parent or Old Collegian ponders the truth that fees barely meet current working expenses, and that this has always been the case, it will be easy to appreciate the fact that every boy entering the Geelong College has advantage immediately of its substantial facilities by virtue, not of fees, but of the generosity and foresight of pioneers of the past. Everyone connected with the Geelong College should be proud to play his part in this continuing development of Christian Education.
THE NEW PRINCIPAL.

Mr. Peter Nelson Thwaites who was Headmaster of Guildford Grammar School, Western Australia from 1950 to 1956 comes to us from Ballarat College where he has been Headmaster from 1957 to the present time. He is a son of the late R. E. Thwaites, who was Headmaster of Ballarat College from 1933 to 1945.

Mr. P. N. Thwaites
M.A. (Oxon), B.Ed. (Melb.).

The announcement of Mr. Thwaites appointment was made on the opening day of the school year and we extend to him a warm welcome in succession to Dr. M. A. Buntine. He will take up his duties at the beginning of second term.

Mr. Thwaites has a distinguished scholastic career. He was educated at Ivanhoe Grammar School and Geelong Grammar School and the University of Melbourne where he graduated with First Class Honours in 1938 and won the Dixon Scholarship. After the war years he proceeded to the Dip. Ed. Course for which he qualified in 1947 and in 1958 completed the B.Ed. degree. From 1946 for three years he was Senior Mathematics Master and House Tutor at Geelong Grammar School. In 1948 he won a Gowrie Travelling Scholarship for research in Education at Oxford where he had already completed his degree of Master of Arts.

During the war years, Mr. Thwaites served with the Navy in the North Atlantic and the Pacific, being demobilised at Lieutenant R.A.N.V.R. in 1946. During 1944 and 1945 he represented the R.A.N, being Radar Liaison Officer at the United States Navy Department in Washington and with the British Navy at the Admiralty in London.

In sport he has always taken a keen interest, confining himself mainly to Football and Athletics in which he excelled. He was a member of the Melbourne University Athletic Team in 1937.

Mr. Thwaites is a member of both the Headmasters’ Conference of Australia and the Headmasters’ Conference of Great Britain.

An equally cordial welcome is extended to Mrs. Thwaites and the three children.

WELCOME TO MR. THWAITES.

On the first morning of the second term, Mr. Thwaites officially took up his duties as Principal at the Opening Assembly. Mr. A. A. Gray, Vice-Chairman of the College Council led Mr. Thwaites to the Chair. Members of the School Council had places on the stage, with the masters.

After Mr. Davey had read the passage from 1 Cor. about the need for co-operation between head and body, the school joined in Hymn 564, “Guide me, O Thou great Jehovah,” which was followed by a prayer led by the School Chaplain.

Mr. Gray then formally introduced the Captain of the School (Hugh Bromell) to Mr. Thwaites. Bromell made a short speech of welcome on behalf of the College. In his reply, Mr. Thwaites expressed his appreciation of the warm welcome he had received and said that he hoped and was sure that we could all co-operate to improve the school further.

THE INSTALLATION OF THE NEW PRINCIPAL.

On Thursday, June 2nd at 7.30 p.m. in St. George’s Church, The Presbytery of Geelong met in the presence of a large congregation of boys of the College and Parents and Friends, to instal Mr. P. N. Thwaites into his office of Principal of Geelong College. The Moderator (Rev. Geo. Howland) of Queenscliff, presided.

Rev. A. D. Hallam (St. George’s) and Rev. E. C. McLean (Chaplain) read the Scriptures and Rev. A. Yule (Winchelsea) delivered the sermon. Following the narrative of steps by the Clerk, Rev. G. A. Wood (St. Andrew’s), the Moderator called upon Mr. Thwaites to answer certain questions and then proceeded by prayer and the right hand of Fellowship to instal Mr. Thwaites into his new position.

The Director of Music (Mr. D. W. Martin) presided at the organ.

A reception followed in the Morrison Hall where Mr. A. W. Coles, Chairman of the Col-
lege Council, presided. Speeches of welcome were made by The Moderator of the Presbytery, the President of the O.G.C.A. (Mr. B. R. Keith), the Vice-Principal (Mr. D. D. Davey) on behalf of the Staff, the Mayor of Geelong (Cr. V. H. Andrews) on behalf of the local authorities and Miss L. Shaw (Principal of Morongo) on behalf of the other Schools.

The Captain of the School (Hugh Bromell) then presented a bouquet to Mrs. Thwaites. The new Principal responded to the welcome. He expressed his confidence in the future of the school as demonstrated already to him by the Staff he had inherited, the status of the College and the great volume of goodwill evident on every hand.

The Women of the College then served a buffet supper during which Mr. and Mrs. Thwaites had the opportunity of meeting many Old Collegians, parents and friends of the School.

---

**SALVETE, 1959.**

**SECOND TERM**

**Form I A**
Glass, A. R.

**Form I B**
Peardon, D. J.

**Form IVA**
Morton, H. M.

**Form IV A**
Gardner, A. J.

**Form IV B**
Morton, R. A.

**Form IV C**
Coope, E. J.

---

**SALVETE, 1960.**

**Form VI**
McConaghy, D. R.

**Form VII A**
Both, N. M.

**Form VII B**
Gretton-Watson, M. D.

**Form VII C**
Marshall, M. J.

**Form VII D**
Ross, P. J.

**Form VII E**
Grufas, H. W.

**Form VII F**
Zee, S-Y. S.

---

**Form I**
Carmichael, R. P.

**Form II**
Cor, I. D.

**Form III**
Kitson, R. D.

**Form III A**
Peters, R. T.

**Form III B**
Urquhart, I. W.

**Form III C**
Wishart, J. R.

**Form III D**
Jackson, J. L.

**Form III E**
McKean, I. M.

**Form III F**
French, G. J.

**Form III G**
Forsyth, S. A.

**Form III H**
Hocking, P. J.

**Form III I**
Newell, A. W.

**Form III J**
Paech, J. D.

**Form III K**
Robbins, G. A.

**Form III L**
Robson, R. K.

**Form III M**
Singer, R. E.

**Form III N**
Wall, A. S.

**Form III O**
Walter, R. W.

---

**Form III P**
Spinks, R. H.

**Form III Q**
Steele, A. H. C.

**Form III R**
Strong, P. H.

**Form III S**
Taylor, S.

**Form III T**
Thomas, M. E.

**Form III U**
Wettenhall, G. B.

**Form III V**
Young, P. A.

**Form III W**
Browne, D. L. E.

**Form III X**
Davis, N. McD.

**Form III Y**
Fletcher, K. S.

**Form III Z**
Greene, R. McK.

---

**Form IV A**
Anderson, J. R.

**Form IV B**
McDonald, N. B.

**Form IV C**
Meyer, H.

**Form IV D**
Powell, L. J.

**Form IV E**
Robson, R. McK.

**Form IV F**
Thwaites, A. B.

**Form IV G**
Fenton, T. J.

**Form IV H**
Griffith, D. H.

**Form IV J**
Knight, S. J.

**Form IV K**
McConaghy, R. H.

**Form IV L**
Marshall, G.

**Form IV M**
Fenton, T. J.

**Form IV N**
Carmichael, R. P.

**Form IV O**
Walter, R. W.

**Form IV P**
Kitson, R. D.

**Form IV Q**
Salathiel, W. J. M.

**Form IV R**
Stevenson, R.

**Form IV S**
Robson, R. M.

**Form IV T**
Spinks, R. H.

**Form IV U**
Steele, A. H. C.

**Form IV V**
Strong, P. H.

**Form IV W**
Taylor, S.

**Form IV X**
Thomas, M. E.

**Form IV Y**
Wettenhall, G. B.

**Form IV Z**
Young, P. A.
Form 3
Donald, G. M.
Flanders, A. G.
Steel, P. M.
Wightman, R. I.

Kindergarten
Adams, B. S.
Beaumont, A. P.
Donald, M. R.
Hall, G. G.
Hodges, A. P.
Hyettes, R. H.
Jaques, M. C.
Jopling, P. J.
Knight, C. G.
Knight, P. G.
Lucas, W. L.
McKay, G. R.
Nicol, P. J.
Oxley, J.
Stirzaker, I. B.
Taylor, R. S.
Van Groningen, W. D.
Wardman, R. G.
Watson, R. J.
Wishart, J. L.
Young, S. H. B.

VALETE, 1959.

Form VI.
Appel, S. E.

Bain, P. A.

Braden, D. J.

Brian, M. A.
'B57, Senior Prefect '59, Sgt., Secretary P.F.A., Football Colours 1st XVIII '58, '59, Doubles Champ. '59.

Burrell, J. N.
'B48, Library Comm., Sgt.

Cawthorn, W. A.

Cook, T. G.
'B45, School Shooting, Lib. Comm., R.S.M.

Evans, E. K.
'B55, Library and Pegasus Comm., Cpl.

Fiddian, R. M.

Hair, G. B.
'B52, Exhibition in Music, Music Comm,

Hartwick, M. T.
'B53, Sgt.

Hatton, L. G.

Heard, P. J.
'B55, Cpl.

Herbert, A. J.

Hood, R. A.
'B54, House Monitor '59, Morrison Vice-Captain, 1st XI Captain, 1st XVIII, School Cricket Colours, House Football, Cricket, Tennis Colours, Cpl.

Howe, M. F. C.
'B50, Sgt.

King, A. O.
'B58, 2nd XI, 3rd XVIII, Football House Colours.

Laidlaw, D. N.

Lawler, A. C.

Lee, J. C.
'B56, Cpl.

McPherson, N. A.
'B57, P.F.A. Committee '59, Music Committee '59, Library Committee '59.

Mack, W. S.
'B53, Sgt.

Morrison, G. L.
'B49, Sgt.

Mulligan, R.
'B54, School Prefect, A.P.S. Football boundary umpire '58, '59, 1st and 2nd XI, P.F.A. Com., R.Q.M.S.

Neely, D. M.
'B51, School Prefect, 1st XVIII '58, '59, Capt. of Football, Football Honours, 1st XI Cricket Colours, House Football, Cricket, Cpl.

Oh, E. S. T.
'B59.


Troedel, A. B. '54, Prefect, Vice-Captain Calvert, 1st VIII '58, '59 Honours, School Colours, House Colours, Rowing Committee, Debating Committee, C.U.O.


Whitworth, R. S. '56, Cpl.
Williams, R. J. '49.
Wood, G. B. '53, 2nd VIII, House Rowing Colours '59, House Shooting Team, Choir,
Wright, D. D. '52.

**Form IVA2.**
Harlock, M. E. '57.
Preston, J. R. '54, 3rd VIII '59, Library Committee.
Randle, G. J. '54.

**Form IVH.**
Boyd, R. S. '56.
Campbell, A. I. '55.
Clark, M. R. '47, Swimming Team '59, Swimming House Colours '59.

Gibson, D. W. '54, 2nd XVIII '59.
Irwin, A. B. '56.
Jarman, D. A. '47, Tennis Team '58, 59, House Tennis Colours '58, 2nd XI '59, 2nd XVIII '59.
Kumnick, K. A. '57, 1st XVIII '58, '59, Colours '58, House Tennis Colours.

McGregor, P. R. '56.
Pearce, R. I. '52.
Pyke, D. A '58, 2nd XI '59, 2nd XVIII '59.


**Form IVJ.**
Mack, R. A. S. '56.
McCrow, B. J. '56, 1st XI '59, 1st XVIII '59, 2nd XI '58.
Morris, R. J. '56.
Roszbach, J. R. '53.
Ryan, G. A. '55.
Varley, R. J. '56, 4th VIII '59.

Rerrjove.
Grimley, R. K. '59.

**Form 2B.**
Buchan, P. A. S. '56.
Gellie, W. C. '49.
Haddrick, L. D. '58.
Philp, P. E. '49, Swimming Team '58, '59.
Spittle, D. M. '58, Cross Country Team '59.

**Form IA.**
Glass, A. R. '59.

**Form IB.**
Angus, D. W. '51.

---

**JUNE, 1960.**

**EXAMINATION RESULTS.**

**Matriculation (Honours)**
Brian, M. A. 2nd English Literature, 2nd General Maths., 2nd Biology.
Evans, E. K. 2nd Modern History.
Hair, G. B. 1st Music Prac, 1st Music Theory, 2nd French.
Laidlaw, D. N. 1st General Maths., 2nd Physics.
Lawler, A. C. 2nd General Maths.
McCay, I. W. 1st Chemistry.
McLennan, P. M. 2nd Pure Maths., 2nd Applied Maths., 2nd Physics, 2nd Chemistry.
Sproat, T. W. 2nd Modern History.
Tait, J. J. 2nd Modern History.
Troedel, A. B. 2nd British History.

**Passes**
Bain, P. A. Lee, J. C.
Both, R. A. McPherson, N. A.
Burrell, J. N. Morrison, G. L.
Cawthorn, W. A. Oh, E. S. T.
Cook, T. G. Walter, N. F.
1959 Leaving Passes.

Anderson, D. C.
Aiton, D.
Baker, R. A.
Barnet, I. R.
Bell, J. A.
Cole, T. P. H.
Cousen, I. S.
Dale, G. J.
Duigan, M. L.
Fairnie, I. J.
Fell-Smith, B. G.
Fenwick, P. F.
Fletcher, A. L.
Hamilton, R. L.
Hazeldine, E. J.
Hughes, D. R.
Kefford, D. L.
Eawson, A. J. E.
Laidlaw, D. J.
Lee, J. C.
McArthur, A. H.
McDonald, M. L.
MacPherson, M. R.
McQueen, D.
Mann, P. R.
Opie, I. J.
Seller, M. J.
Serjeant, G. R.
Sheahan, G. J.
Strong, C. G.
Synot, W. R.
Tymms, B. G.
Whitehead, A. C. H.
Wood, G. B.
Wood, V. H.
Young, P. J.

MUSIC NOTES.

This year's music committee, under the leadership of Mr. Martin, consists of the following: Aiton, D., Cox, J. S., Davies, J. E., Fairnie, I. J., Fallaw, C. W., Hazeldine, E. J., Kefford, D. L., Tymms, B. G., Wood, V. F.

This term's music has been interrupted by rowing and cricket to a certain extent, but even so, the male choir and orchestra have made successful beginnings. Early in the term, the male choir attended a "Back to Winchelsea" reunion and had a very enjoyable afternoon.

The first concert of the year was held on Friday, May 6th in the Morrison Hall and early next term the annual house music competitions will take place.

D.A.
"HOUSE NOTES."

SENIOR HOUSE NOTES.

This year Senior House is again under the control of Mr. Robertson, with Air. Keeble and Mr. Young as his assistants. The prefects are Ross Both, Hugh Bromell, AH. McArthur, Ian McCay, Peter McLennan and Murray MacPherson.

As usual Senior House members have figured prominently in the various sporting activities, and we all congratulate our six members of the first VIII.

Once again we are very grateful to Miss Whale and Mrs. Ketchen for their valuable services.

We were all horribly shocked to learn of the Semi-Domesticated Mr. Young's impending doom at the altar.

Room B has been set aside as a study, and has been fitted with fluorescent lights and a cubicle for each boy.

The recreation in the house has centered around the table tennis table and television, and already we have completed a table tennis tournament.

Congratulations must go to Ken Barnet for winning this.

Even though the house is very young this year, the behavior and co-operation with the masters and prefects has been well up to standard.

WARRINN HOUSE NOTES.

For all old boys that are in doubt Warrinn is still standing.

Slightly more dilapidated after suffering the celebrations of another boat race win; but still in good hands under the happy management of Mr. J. H. C is the rest needed, we think not.

Other than the boys having their favourite hit parades drowned by the classical strains of a flute (bellowing forth from the office of the above mentioned) and an odd small disagreement between dorms, this first term has been a happy one for all.

The prefects this year are Peter Young, Alan McClelland, Bruce Fell-Smith and Andrew Whitehead; who are . . . . aided! by the following dorm kings, Mic. Knox, (king of the cottage) Ron Irvine, John "Bug" Greene, Alan "Duck" Henderson, Bill "Boof" Whitehead, John "Jayne" Mansfield, David "Abb" Birks and Geoff. "Drak" Brown.

I would like to thank Mr. J. N. Rawling for his help during the term and commend his tolerance of the boys in the house, especially dorm 10.

Finally, I feel everybody in the house is happily looking forward to the rest of the year and all that it will bring in this the "typical" boarding house of the College.

B.G.F.-S.

MACKIE HOUSE NOTES.

Once again Mackie has got away to a good start this year and everything is running smoothly thanks to Mr. Carrington, Mr. Clayton and Mr. Roland.

The play room is always being used. Table tennis seems to be the most popular game and already one table tennis tournament has been completed. Congratulations to Colin Blair for winning it.

T.V. keeps its popularity and after school many of the boys sit down and watch it. Some nights after study are devoted to television also.

The library is being used by most boys and many have taken books from the fiction library there.

This year a craze on aeroplanes has "flared up" and consequently a Model Aero Club has been formed. It is not uncommon to see a number of model planes flying round the oval of a Sunday afternoon and naturally enough there have been crashes.

Sister Van Bergan has been kept very busy throughout the term with sore throats, sore toes and other complaints. We are indeed grateful for all that she does for us.

Everybody is fitting into the house very well and if the good work continues I'm sure that the boys will have a very enjoyable boarding year.

Prefects: M. L. McDonald, P. R. Mann, G. C. Fenton, I. S. Cousen.


Games Committee: I. Opperman, D. Davey, D. Downey.

Library Committee: R. McPharland, P. Grant, R. Walter.

P.R.M.


In Front: J. S. Cox, R. J. Schmidt, R. N. Douglas, D. E. Davies, P. R. Mann.

THE MORRISON LIBRARY.

Once again the Library Committee is truly indebted to Mrs. Wood for her unfailing strength, enthusiasm and courage. Our President has been our inspiration and fortitude throughout 1959 and the past term of 1960. Many people do not realise what a tremendous task Mrs. Wood tackled when she joined the College Staff, for all the History, English, Arts and Sport sections had to be catalogued about 2000 books. However, her work is far from over, for now, Mrs. Wood, ably assisted by Mrs. J. Burrell, has started the Helen Mackie Library at the New Preparatory School.

During the term it was decided that the last Thursday of each month be devoted to the discussion of improvements and general information concerning the Library. At the first "business" meeting the following office-bearers were appointed: President, Mrs. Wood; Vice-Presidents, Ewan Hazeldine and Brian Tymms; Secretary, Robert Sanderson; Assist.-Secretary, Ian Fairnie.

The Library now holds over 4000 books and during the latter days of March six small tables were purchased. It is also interesting to note that the George-Morrison Library is one of the best equipped School Reference Libraries in the State. I would also like to take this opportunity of thanking the Prefects for their complete co-operation in all Library affairs.

R.G.S.

KNOWLE HOUSE NOTES.

The allocation of lockers in the pavilion, proved to be the first task for the year 1960. Due to an increase in our numbers, many boys have had to share a locker but we hope this position will be rectified soon. The table-tennis tables were also repainted, thus stimulating interest in this pastime.

Room B, which was last year available to the day boys as a room in which to eat lunch and read magazines, has been converted into a study for the boys of Senior House. It is hoped that the old preparatory school will provide accommodation where facilities will be made available to day boys.

A.G.R.S., C.W.F.
CADET NOTES.

This term has been rather mediocre involving functions for the Cadet Unit. Due to rain on 1st May the Commonwealth Youth Sunday March was cancelled but the Unit took part in a service at the Aberdeen Street Baptist Church. The address was given by Lieut. General Beaviss who was to have taken the salute.

Owing to the untimely death of a devoted old boy and councillor, the late Sir Horace Robertson, C.U.O.'s Barnet, Both, Fell-Smith, McArthur, McCoy, McClelland, McDonald, McLennan and W.O. 1 Bromell, were privileged to attend his funeral service and later the procession to Springvale.

Shooting on the Geelong Open Range was held only once this term on April 30th and already some good scores show promise for the rifle teams next term. Also, the Unit has done very well in the two rounds of the Cup shooting with best scores by C.U.O. M. L. McDonald and Cpl. J. Powell.

On May 7th 90 Cadets travelled in trucks through heavy rain to Wye River for a tactical exercise which lasted the weekend. The sleeping in cabins and cooking of meals was a new experience for many, but the camp was successful and enjoyed by all.

Finally, on behalf of the Unit I would like to thank Dr. Buntine for his overwhelming service in the kilt store for the past many years and wish him the best for the future.


2 Platoon.—C.U.O. M. L. McDonald, Sgt. E. J. Hazeldine.

3 Platoon.—C.U.O. P. M. McLennan, Sgt. G. Sheahan.


P.F.A. NOTES

The P.F.A. this year again has a membership of over the one hundred mark. We have got away to a good start under the experienced leadership of Mr. McLean and Mr. Clayton. The committee is made up of P. R. Mann (Secretary), P. M. McLennan (Treasurer), G. C. Fenton, A. H. McArthur (Social Service Representatives), R. A. Both, H. T. Bromell, I. W. McCay, P. C. Mayne, S. F. Paton, A. F. McClelland.

At our regular Thursday night meetings we have had some very interesting speakers. Mr. D. D. Davey spoke on the "World Council of Churches Conference" that he had recently attended. Mr. Howard gave us something to think about when he spoke on "Modern Fund Raising. Bob Davis spoke on "Sportsmanship in Football" and also brought into his talk some of his league experiences. The Reverend Victor Murell very kindly showed us some slides of Central Australia.

Of the collections received last year, £10 was given to the P.F.A. Service Fund; £1/1/0 to the British and Foreign Bible Society; £2/2/0 to the Australian Inland Mission, and £4/4/0 to the Christmas Bowl Appeal. Collections so far this year have amounted to £5/10/0.

Sunday School teachers have been supplied to St. George’s, St. David’s and Rolland House Sunday Schools.

Our conference with Morongo took place on April 24th. The conference was to be held at the "You Yangs" but because of bad weather it was held at the College New Preparatory School. After the bible study we went out to Morongo for tea after which another discussion took place. All the boys then went home by bus.

P.R.M.
THE PEGASUS.

THE STAMP CLUB.
The first meeting of the Stamp Club took place on the 8th March. Eighteen people joined the club. At the meeting I. Walter was elected secretary and R. Douglas president. It was decided to hold meetings on Sundays at 3 p.m.
The second meeting was a general meeting at which Mr. Lester gave our first day covers and general swapping was engaged in. At this meeting, it was decided that future exhibitions would be of Australian and later Pacific Islands stamps. The Australian collection we were shown was an almost complete general collection and was enjoyed by all present. Three weeks later, there was an exhibition of Pacific Islands stamps from most of the islands. The members of the club are very grateful to Mr. Lester who arranges first day covers, for the buying of envelopes and stamps, the sticking the stamps on the envelopes and having them postmarked takes up much time. Mr. Lester also provides the stamps for exhibitions during the term and gives helpful advice about setting out collections, stamp peculiarities and many other things of philatelic interest.

BAND NOTES.
We began the year with very few members of last year's band back at school. Fortunately, there were many boys eager to fill the places of those who left, and some of these could already play an instrument.

COACH'S REPORT.
In the 1959 December issue of The Pegasus I ventured the opinion that for 1960 our prospects were not bright for the immediate future but excellent for the following years. As the 1960 season progressed it became evident that this would be the case, for results showed that the College lost all five P.S. matches, the first two outright, the next three on the 1st innings. While at the end of the season, on our Sydney trip, the improvement gained by experience showed out in no uncertain manner.

It was unfortunate that the three experienced boys could not produce the form which was expected of them, this therefore threw more weight on the shoulders of the younger first year players.

Our batting this year sadly lacked solidarity and forcefulness. Defence is essential for fence, and it was not until the end of the season that this plan bore fruit. It is hoped that next year our batsmen will unfold the strokes that come with confidence. Our bowlers although they tried hard lacked penetration and control, however at times they were quite hostile, and gave promise of good things to come. The fielding was always good, at times, the throwing, catching and ground fielding was high class, and it was often said by our opponents, "this is the best fielding team we have seen." Ian Hookings our young 'keeper gradually improved and big things can be expected of him next year.

This year the College faced the position of having almost a complete clean out of 1st XI players, only four boys with 1st XI experience remained at school. Of this number only one boy played in every P.S. match in 1959. Also it was impossible to field two XI's of open boys, therefore the 2nd XI was a composite open and U.16 team.

This situation was given careful thought and a team building programme was decided upon, and selected boys from the under age groups were placed on the 1st XI training list. In practice games during 3rd term 1959 it became evident that the younger boys had greater potential and were in fact better players than most of the open age players. In the 5 P.S. matches played 14 boys were selected, seven were under

THE HOUSE OF GUILDS.
As usual, the first term is quiet in the H.O.G. Many boys are involved in rowing, cricket, swimming and other time-consuming activities.

Work does still continue, though mainly with younger boys. Many crystal sets were made, and quite a large amount of photography was also done. There are some boys with a good deal of promise as photographers among the juniors.

The leather and pottery departments, also the Model Engineers, will not get into full swing until next term.

This term, certain of the tools have been replaced and renewed.

The model railway is now completed in its original plan, and next term, regular demonstrations will be staged.

All the council are looking forward to busy and interesting second and third terms.

CRICKET NOTES
CAPTAIN'S REPORT.

Although an unsuccessful season was forecast early in the season it was still disappointing to see the team lose time after time. The team, although a young one—for at no time did the average age surpass sixteen years—was still a happy one.

When we were in Sydney many happy and unforgettable incidents occurred which went to make an extremely successful trip.

Congratulations must go to Paul Sheahan and Graham Hallebone for their brilliant centuries against Scots College.

Thank you very much Mr. Davies and Mr. Sheahan for your unfailing attention throughout this season. We all know how discouraging it was to you both to see the team fail after the many hours of coaching that you had given us.

In conclusion I would like to congratulate the first eight on behalf of the first eleven for their outstanding success in the Head of the River.

1st P.S. MATCH.

Geelong College v. Scotch College.

(Played at Scotch).

The weather was fine on both days. College won the toss and elected to bat on a hard wicket. The openers, Hallebone and Young, batted confidently until Young was bowled with the score at 19. Then disaster struck. Four College wickets fell for the addition of one run. Of the latter batsmen Ekstedt was the only one to show any aggression and the innings closed at tea with the score at 58.

After tea Scotch commenced batting and the first wicket fell at 34. However S. Smith and Evans took the score on to the century and at stumps Scotch was in the favourable position of 3 for 139. On the Saturday morning Scotch were very aggressive and when McKenzie declared at 2 p.m., the score stood at 7/294.

The College batsmen put up very little resistance, except for Fenton and the game was over at tea, with College out for 61 in their 2nd innings, giving Scotch an outright win by an innings and 175 runs.

GEELONG COLLEGE—1st Innings:

- P. J. Young b. Donaldson 9
- J. E. Davies c. Mahlook, b. Donaldson 1
- G. C. Fenton l.b.w. b. Smith 2
- A. P. Sheahan c. McKenzie, b. Anderson 2
- D. Ekstedt c. Glasscock, b. Smith 22
- E. Hazeldine c. Evans, b. Anderson 4
- I. Hookings c. Smith 8
- K. Barnet b. Smith 0
- A. Bickford n.o. 1
- Sundries 1
- TOTAL 58

Bowling:

- Donaldson 8 3 2 9 2
- Hughes 4 3 1 11
- Smith 8 2 6 16
- Anderson 5 2 2 10
- Mahlook 5 2 — 11
- TOTAL 58

JUNE 1960.

17, three under 16, two under 15, and one under 14, the average age being approximately 15½ years. As two-thirds of these boys will return to school next year and some the year after, a backbone of experienced players should be assured.

Coaching.

This year the coaches were as follows:—

Open and U.16, Mr. E. B. Davies, Mr. J. Sheahan; Under 15, Mr. A. A. Grainger; Under 14, Mr. C. A. Bickford, Mr. D. Orchard, Rev. E. C. McLean.

I would like to thank these gentlemen for their untiring efforts. Their help to the boys and me was much appreciated.

On the subject of coaching I would like to point out the need for more coaches. This year over 140 boys wanted to play cricket, and sometimes nine XI's were required to take the field. It can be seen that it is an almost impossible task for five men to coach adequately this number of boys. Coaches are required both at the nets and during matches, and until this point has been remedied cricket will suffer. Too many boys are missing out the basic fundamentals of technique, captaincy and the etiquette of playing this game. On the brighter side of things, however, it can be said that the improvement of some players in all age groups during the past season was most heartening and augers well for the future.

Captain.

This year the boys elected Peter Young as Captain of the 1st XI and John Davies Vice-Captain. To be captain of the eleven with only one year's experience is quite a responsibility. This task was made doubly hard when success was not forthcoming, and it can be said that Peter performed a difficult task with credit.

K. W. Nicolson Trophy.

This year the K.W.N.T. trophy was won by the U.14A team coached by Mr. Bickford, and skippered by Don Calvert. Although not flushed with tremendous success, the U.14's had great team spirit and fully deserved their win; we congratulate them. Congratulations too, to Michael Knox's U. 16A's who were runners-up.

Thanks.

As usual it is my very great pleasure to thank all on the College staff and other helpers who helped to make the cricket season a happy one. "Snow" Hobbs and His men for the perfect grounds we play upon, Mrs. Matthews and the dining room staff who put up with much inconvenience, Mr. Profitt and the office staff for their untiring efforts. Their help to the boys and us was much appreciated.
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On the subject of coaching I would like to point out the need for more coaches. This year over 140 boys wanted to play cricket, and sometimes nine XI's were required to take the field. It can be seen that it is an almost impossible task for five men to coach adequately this number of boys. Coaches are required both at the nets and during matches, and until this point has been remedied cricket will suffer. Too many boys are missing out the basic fundamentals of technique, captaincy and the etiquette of playing this game. On the brighter side of things, however, it can be said that the improvement of some players in all age groups during the past season was most heartening and augers well for the future.

Captain.

This year the boys elected Peter Young as Captain of the 1st XI and John Davies Vice-Captain. To be captain of the eleven with only one year's experience is quite a responsibility. This task was made doubly hard when success was not forthcoming, and it can be said that Peter performed a difficult task with credit.

K. W. Nicolson Trophy.

This year the K.W.N.T. trophy was won by the U.14A team coached by Mr. Bickford, and skippered by Don Calvert. Although not flushed with tremendous success, the U.14's had great team spirit and fully deserved their win; we congratulate them. Congratulations too, to Michael Knox's U. 16A's who were runners-up.

Thanks.
THE PEGASUS

SCOTCH COLLEGE—1st Innings:
Glasscock c. Fenton, b. Fell-Smith 7
Smith r.o 55
Evans l.b.w., b. Sheahan 61
Mahlook std. Hookings, b. Sheahan 11
McKenzie c. & b. Fenton 54
Selby-Smith b. Hazeldine 11
Dickens n.o 65
Waters c. Fenton, b. Davies 12
Hughes n.o 12
Sundries 14
TOTAL 7/294
Bowling:
O. M. W. R.
Fell-Smith 15 — 1 70
Bickford 5 — — 40
Hallebone 9 — — 46
Davies c. Hughes, b. Hughes 7 — 1 52
Fenton r.o 4 — 1 17
Barnet, K. 3 — — 20
Sheahan 5 — 2 22
Davies b. Fenton, b. Sheahan 1
Hughes n.o °

GEELONG COLLEGE—2nd Innings:
Hallebone c. Watters, b. Hughes 7
Young c. Smith, b. Hughes 2
Fenton b. Smith 20
Davies c. Hughes, b. Hughes 13
Hazeldine c. McKenzie, b. Smith 9
Sheahan c. Evans, b. Mahlook 1
Ekstedt b. Smith 0
Hookings c. Selby-Smith, b. Smith 1
Fell-Smith n.o °
Bickford std. Evans, b. Smith 1
Barnet, K., b. Smith °
TOTAL 6/1
Bowling:
O. M. W. R.
Donaldson 4 — "T 14
Hughes 5 5 3 34
Anderson 7 2 1 0
Mahlook ° 4 1 1
Smith ° 4 2 6 4

2nd P.S. MATCH.
Geelong College v. Wesley College.
(Played at Wesley).

There was only one main change for this match. Anthony Bickford played with the Under 16's allowing S. Green to come in. M. Gretton Watson was the new 12th man.

Wesley won the toss and elected to field. Hallebone and Green opened the innings on a very hard wicket. Bett claimed Hallebone's wicket with the first ball of the match. Fenton was next to come in and Bett hit him with a bumper on the second ball. The game carried on after little delay until 15 minutes later when Green was bowled. Young, Davies, Fell-Smith Ekstedt were soon to follow. However, Sheahan and Fenton made 42 between them until Fenton was caught at silly mid-on from a bouncer. Hazeldine and Hookings both went cheaply but Ken Barnet and Sheahan took the score from 45 to 76.

College took the field at 3.45. Fell-Smith and Fenton opened the bowling. Almost 30 minutes passed before Stewart Green took an excellent catch at mid-on off Fenton's bowling. It was an hour before John Davies took a phenomenal catch off Hazeldine's bowling to make the score 2/72. Marsh was trapped l.b.w. to Sheahan, Oakley was caught by Davies and Clark run out before stumps bringing the score to 5/122.

On Saturday, Johnston and Stewart were together and made a partnership of 54 before the latter was caught by Ekstedt from Hazeldine.

Fenton eventually caught and bowled Johnston for 103 and Hallebone got Faull caught behind by Hookings who also stumped Bett.

At 12.30 Wesley declared at 9/259 and sent College in to bat after lunch. Hallebone and Green opened the innings again and were not separated for well over an hour until Green was caught. Fenton then made 10, Davies 8 and Young 7 (in 46 minutes). Then came collapse. Apart from Hazeldine who made 9, only 5 runs resulted from Fell-Smith, Ekstedt, Sheahan, Hookings and Barnet.

College's total was 89.

The main feature of the match was Wesley's vice-captain's 103 and Wesley fast bowler, Betts 7/19 in the first innings.

WESSEY COEEOEGE—1st Innings:
Marsh l.b.w., b. Sheahan 45
Brown c. Green, b. Fenton 14
McKenzie c. Davies, b. Hazeldine 26
Clark r.o 5
Johnston c. & b. Fenton 103
Stedwell n.o 5
TOTAL 259
Bowling:
O. M. W. R.
G. C. Fenton 13 — 2 59
J. E. Davies 12 0 1 63
B. G. Fell-Smith 9 0 0 31
E. J. Hazeldine 8 0 2 42
G. P. Hallebone 6 0 1 33
A. P. Sheahan 8 0 2 25
TOTAL 89
Bowling:
O. M. W. R.
Bett ° 3 1 0 16
Stedwell ° 7 1 0 18
Brown ° 12 3 6 33
Johnston ° 8 1 3 22

Wesley defeated College outright by an innings and 107 runs.
3rd P.S. MATCH.
Geelong College v. Melbourne Grammar School.
(Played at Geelong College)

In overcast conditions (Houston, M.G.S.) won the toss and elected to bat. I. Barnet and G. Fenton opened the bowling for College. In his second over I. Barnet had White I.b.w. for 0 and College had started well. Houston joined Derham and together they took the score to 39 when Derham was caught and bowled by Fenton. King joined Houston and some powerful batting was witnessed. The College fielding was good and after an hour and a half M.G.S. were 4 for 76. But the M.G.S. batting was still good and from 3.00 p.m. on the batsmen were on top and at stumps they were 6 for 228. The following morning M.G.S. continued batting until Little reached his 100, with the score at 7 for 272.

The College started badly. Green was soon out and Fenton joined Hallebone. A small but secure partnership followed, when Fenton was out with the score at 23. The outlook was not good but good batting followed with some brilliant drives from both Barnet I. and Hallebone. Barnet was out at 63 and Davies joined Hallebone who was on 39. Together they took the score to 111, Hallebone passing his 50. Young joined Hallebone but Hallebone was out soon after for a well made 69. With the fall of two quick wickets the prospects were not bright. But confident batting by Sheahan and Ekstedt were batting confidently. But when Ekstedt was out for 25 the last two batsmen did not last long and the College was dismissed for 179 giving the visitors a first innings by 93 runs.

White and Abrahams batted for the final half hour and a most interesting game was completed. The College batting throughout showed promise of stability and good hopes for the future.

MELBOURNE GRAMMAR SCHOOL—1st Innings:
Derham c.&b. Fenton, 17
White I.b.w. Barnet, 9
Houston c. Barnet, b. Fenton, 28
King r.o, 23
Thomas I.b.w. Barnet, K, 36
Little r.o, 100
Abrahams c. Barnet, L, b. Hazeldine, 25
Sandars n.o, 37
Sundries, 6
7 dec. 272

Bowling:

G. Hallebone c. Houston, b. A'Beckett, 89
G. King b. King, 3
G. Fenton I.b.w. Parish, 3
J. Davies r.o, 18
P. Young c. Little, b. A'Beckett, 20
P. Sheahan b. Derham, 19
E. Hazeldine c. Little b. A'Beckett, 3
D. Ekstedt b. Parish, 25
I. Hookings b. Parish, 1
K. Barnet n.o, 8
TOTAL 179

4th P.S. MATCH.
Geelong College v. Geelong Grammar School.
(Played at Grammar)

In fine sunny conditions Brown (G.G.S.) won the toss and batted on a hard wicket. The College opening attack lacked penetration and it was not until Hallebone got three wickets in two overs that they broke through. Fell-Smith came on at the other end and bowled well to capture three wickets in a spell lasting until tea. Sheahan and Hallebone kept up a steady attack from the other end.

At tea the score was 7/108. The innings finished just before five at 158.

College's innings started badly when they lost both openers for eight, but they managed to fight their way to stumps without further loss.

The next day, found a dull overcast morning with light showers making things very unpleasant. College started their chase after the runs and at lunch were still there at six for ninety four with Sheahan and Fell-Smith at the crease; but after lunch the innings folded up and ended at one hundred and twenty two. K. Barnet was the not out batsman on fourteen, and top scorer J. Davies with twenty eight runs.

Grammar batted again and after losing some quick wickets, steadied and finally declared after tea with the score at 6/95.

This left College one hundred and thirty two runs to win in about an hour and a quarter. College lost three wickets for forty-three.

The match went to Grammar on the first innings by 30 runs.
FIRST ELEVEN, 1960.

GEELONG GRAMMAR SCHOOL—1st Innings:
Molesworth, l.b.w. Hallebone 7
Landale b. Hallebone 16
Poolman c. Sheahan, b. Fell-Smith 23
Fraser b. Hallebone 1
Richardson l.b.w. Fell-Smith 5
Brown & b. Davies 20
Thornt b. Fell-Smith 7
Clark c. Fenton/ b. Barnet 37
Laing c. Davies b. Barnet 31
Fairfax c. Fenton, b. Sheahan 2
Teal n.o 0
Sundries 4
TOTAL 158

Bowling:
O. M. W. R.
I. Barnet 7 1 0 24
G. Fenton 3 0 0 12
G. Hallebone 7 0 3 38
B. Fell-Smith 7 0 3 31
P. Sheahan 6 1 1 13
T. Davies 2 0 2 12
K. Barnet 2 0 2 12

GEELONG COLLEGE—1st Innings:
S. Green c. Richardson, b. Fairfax 0
G. Hallebone c. Richardson, b. Fairfax 28
G. Fenton c. Landale, b. Fairfax 18
I. Barnet l.b.w. b. Fairfax 3
J. Davies c. Fraser, b. Teal 28
P. Young n.o 13
P. Sheahan b. Fairfax 10
B. Fell-Smith b. Fairfax 15
D. Ekstedt c. Laing, b. Fairfax 4
I. Hookings c. Teal, b. Poolman 9
K. Barnet n.o 0
Sundries 4
TOTAL 122

Bowling:
O. M. W. R.
Fairfax 20 5 7 43
Teal 12 5 1 22
Poolman 13 2 1 42
Laing 11 7 0 11

GEELONG GRAMMAR SCHOOL—2nd Innings:
Molesworth c. Davies, b. Barnet 4
Landale b. Sheahan 28
Poolman c. Davies b. Fenton 9
Fraser l.b.w. Sheahan 19
Richardson n.o 15
Brown c. Davies, b. Sheahan 0
Laing c. Fenton, b. Sheahan 5
Clark n.o 0
Sundries 4
TOTAL 95

Bowling:
O. M. W. R.
I. Barnet 5 0 1 20
G. Fenton 3 0 1 18
G. Hallebone 2 0 0 14
B. Fell-Smith 2 0 0 4
P. Sheahan 7 2 4 16
K. Barnet 7 2 0 21

GEELONG COLLEGE—2nd Innings:
G. Hallebone n.o 0
I. Barnet n.o 18
G. Fenton l.b.w. Fairfax 0
J. Davies b. Fairfax 21
P. Young n.o 3
Sundries 4
TOTAL for 3 wickets 43

Bowling
O. M. W. R.
Fairfax 8 1 2 20
Teal 4 1 0 12
Clark 4 0 0 10

5th P.S. MATCH.
Geelong College v. Carey Grammar.
(Played at College)
Bill Edgar (Carey) won the toss and batted on a perfect wicket.
Fenton bowled the first over, a maiden, then Bickford came on and after an on-drive for two he had Miller caught by Barnet at silly mid-on.
Fenton and Bickford each bowled maidens and then an impossible run by Elliott and McCubbin resulted in an easy run-out. Carey were now 2 for 2, Elliott 0 n.o. and Edgar being the incoming batsman.

After five overs Fenton was relieved by Fell-Smith who bowled Elliott for 4 with his first ball. The score was now 3 for 15. Bickford, who was bowling "on the spot," had Kempson and Tomkings caught by Hookings for 6 and 0 respectively in one over. Carey were in trouble with 5 wickets down for a mere 22 runs.

College bowlers were now well on top, but a partnership of 96 by a hard-hitting Edgar and patient Skeels took the score to 118 when Edgar was run-out trying for a quick single. He had made 77.

Walker and Skeels added 51 in 68 mins before Young took a relatively easy catch at long-on to dismiss Walker off the bowling of Barnet for 26. The score was now 7 for 169.

On Saturday morning Skeels added 12 more to his overnight score before being brilliantly caught by Sheahan at leg-slip off the bowling of Hallebone. Puddy was 25 n.o. and Carey were all out for 217. Bickford was the best bowler with 3 for 48.

Hallebone and Green opened the College innings at 11.20 on a pitch which was beginning to dry up after a little overnight rain. Hallebone was soon out lbw. by Green for 3 and College were 1 for 4. Davies came in and lasted 16 minutes before being caught by Skeels off Miller for 1. Fenton came in and began to play confidently but he was caught by Voight, bowled by Miller for 4. College was now 3 for 13. This early collapse was due mainly to the slow, damp pitch which caused everyone to play a little early.

After lunch Green and Sheahan began to fight back, but Green was caught at first slip off a mis-timed hook for a patient 7.

Sheahan was beginning to see the ball well, as the straight drive for 4 off Miller indicated, but a couple of indecisive calls nearly resulted in run-outs. A little later Sheahan was called and then sent back only to find himself two yards out of his crease and the bails removed.

Young was next to go being stumped by Edgar for 20 off McCubbin. Fell-Smith followed 4 minutes later caught McCubbin bowled Skeels for 9.

Gretton-Watson, playing his first match, and Hookings put on a valuable 42 in 60 minutes before Gretton-Watson was well stumped by Edgar off Skeels for 17. The score was now 8 for 98. Barnet came in and was out 7 minutes later for a hard-hitting 12. Bickford joined Hookings and they took the score to 118 before Hookings was caught at long-on for 27. Bickford was 5 n.o.

Skeels was Carey's best bowler with 4 for 38, Miller took 2 for 18 and Green took 2 for 38.

After tea Carey batted, and again their earlier batsmen failed to show any defiance of the College attack. They were 1 for 20, 2 for 20 and 3 for 42. These wickets being taken by Bickford, Sheahan and Fell-Smith. About 5 o'clock Young brought on those who had not had a bowl and play finished with a light-hearted half-hour's cricket, in which Young took his first P.S. wicket to win the bowling average for the season. He had Edgar caught by Sheahan on the mid-wicket boundary.

At stumps Carey were 5 for 82. Kempson being 34 n.o. The result of the match was a win to Carey by 99 runs on the 1st innings.

**CAREY GRAMMAR—1st Innings:**

Miller c. Barnet, b. Bickford 4
McCubbin r.o. b. Sheahan 2
Elliott b. Fell-Smith 1
Kempson c. Hookings, b. Bickford 6
Tomkins c. Hookings, b. Bickford 2
Edgar r.o. 7
Walker c. Young, b. Barnet 26
Green b. Barnet 1
Voight lbw, Davies 1
Sheels c. Sheahan, b. Hallebone 70
Puddy n.o. 25
Sundries (2 byes, 1 leg-by), 3
W. Edgar hit one six.

**TOTAL 217**

**CAREY GRAMMAR—2nd Innings:**

A. S. Bickford 12
B. G. Fell-Smith 9
G. P. Hallebone 3
A. P. Sheahan 9
K. W. Barnet 10
J. E. Davies 8
TOTAL 118

**BOWLING:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bowling</th>
<th>O.</th>
<th>M.</th>
<th>W.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G. C. Fenton</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. S. Bickford</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. G. Fell-Smith</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. P. Hallebone</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. P. Sheahan</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K. W. Barnet</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. E. Davies</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puddy</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EEEONG COLLEGE—1st Innings:**

G. P. Hallebone lbw, Green 3
S. T. Green c. McCubbin, b. Green 7
J. E. Davies c. Skeels, b. Miller 2
G. C. Fenton c. Voight, b. Miller 4
A. P. Sheahan r.o. 10
P. J. Young std. Edgar, b. McCubbin 20
B. G. Fell-Smith c. McCubbin, b. Skeels 9
M. D. Gretton-Watson std. Edgar, b. Skeels 17
K. W. Barnet c. Miller, b. Skeels 12
I. C. Hookings c. Miller, b. Skeels 27
A. S. Bickford n.o. 5
Sundries (2 byes, 1 wide, 1 no-ball) 4

**TOTAL 118**

**BOWLING:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bowling</th>
<th>O.</th>
<th>M.</th>
<th>W.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skeels</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCubbin</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puddy</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CAREY GRAMMAR—2nd Innings:**

Miller c. Davies b. Bickford 16
McCubbin c. Hookings b. Fell-Smith 3
Elliott c. Fell-Smith, b. Sheahan 2
Kempson n.o. 34
Tomkins r.o. 3
Edgar c. Sheahan, b. Young 5
Sundries (8 byes, 1 leg-by) 9

**TOTAL 5 for 82**
OLD COLLEGIANS v. 1st XI

On February 9th, the Annual "Old Boys" v. the 1st XI was played on Mackie Oval. The weather was perfect and the wicket good. The "Old Boys" managed to reverse the position of 1959 as they defeated the 1st XI by 19 runs. By tradition the 1st XI batted first and were dismissed for 160 runs. Paul Sheahan 47, and John Davies 34 batted brightly and their partnership realized 75 runs. Bob Merriman took the bowling honours, his well concealed "wrong un" and flighted leg breaks had the boys scratching, he took 4/15 runs. Solid batting by Geoff Neilson 25, artistic stroking by Lindsay Hassett 36, and powerful hitting by John Chambers 57, enabled the "Old Boys" to pass the 1st XI. John Davies bowling leg breaks took the bowling honours with 3/40.

COLLEGE 1st XI—1st Innings:

G. Hallebone c. Murray, b. Dickson ....... 11
M. Knox b. McCrow 9
P. Young b. Murray 6
J. Davies std. Lang, b. Merriman 34
P. Sheahan c. Lang, b. Merriman 47
J. Hookings b. Merriman 5
D. Fykstedt std. Lang, b. Merriman 6
B. Fell-Smith std. Lang, b. Chambers 9
G. Fenton c. Hassett, b. Murray 3
E. Hazeldine std. Lang, b. Chambers 4
K. Barnet n.o 19
A. Bickford n.o 3
Sundries 9
TOTAL 160

Bowling:

McCrow D. 7 2 1 17
Dickson R. 5 1 1 20
Murray C. 4 1 2 14
Merriman R. 10 4 1 15
Chambers J. 5 1 2 19

TOTAL 160

OLD BOYS—1st Innings:

M. Wright b. Bickford 1
G. Neilson retired 9
L. Hassett b. Davies 36
J. Chambers retired 57
R. Merriman c. Hookings, b. Davies 34
D. Lang retired 15
G. Ewan std. Hookings, b. Davies 0
D. McCrow c. Fenton, b. Barnet 0
G. Bent b. Sheahan 10
G. Vines c. Hookings, b. Fenton 8
R. Dickson b. Knox 6
C. Murray n.o 1
Sundries 9
TOTAL 179

SYDNEY TRIP.

1st XI Visit to Sydney, Easter 1960.

On Wednesday, April 13th at 2.15 p.m., our party consisting of 14 players and the Coach boarded a T.A.A. Electra bound for Sydney. Also on the plane was the Scotch team accompanied by their Coach Mr. J. Miles.

This year the trip to Sydney was uneventful, there being no outstanding personalities such as the Governor of Victoria and his wife on board. In any case the plane reached its destination so quickly that the boys had no time even for such things as talking to the Hostesses.

We were pleased to see Mr. Rankine fit after his serious illness, and with his usual caustic remarks about the Melbourne weather and football, proceeded to transport us to Scots. This year we were billeted at McIntyre House instead of private homes, which proved to be a good thing, as a build up of team spirit soon became evident.

The highlight of the trip was, of course, the winning of our first match of the season, a game that will always be remembered as the Paul Sheahan, Hackles Hallebone match. Our one day fixture against Cranbrook was also very pleasant, and had the light not failed, perhaps we may have had two victories in the score book. It is quite likely that the Cranbrook boys may be able to make the trip to Melbourne next year.

The weather in Sydney during Easter was perfect, with five glorious days of balmy sunshine which brought great happiness to the boys as they soaked up the sunshine and admired the scenery at Bondi, Palm Beach and other places.

The entertainment as usual was of a high standard. The Official dinner, the dance, the picnic, and the meals were much appreciated and enjoyed. We must thank Mr. Rankin, Mr. Rankine, and Sister Rivers for the way they looked after us for five days.

We left Sydney on a DC4 at 6.18 p.m. on Tuesday, April 18th, and after a very pleasant flight arrived at Essendon at 9 p.m. A very memorable trip was at an end.

Geelong College v. Cranbrook, Sydney.

Cranbrook batted until 2.45 p.m. in this one-day game and declared at 6 for 163. Fell-Smith headed our bowlers with 3 for 20. With two hours and a half to go, College lost two early wickets and, at stumps, had lost 7 for 107 and the game was drawn. Best figures were recorded by Sheahan 37 and Davies 29.
JUNE, 1960

CRANBROOK—1st Innings:

M. Dawson l.b.w. Barnet K ........................................... 45
P. Mesley c. Sheahan, b. Fell-Smith .................................. 18
C. Clillip l.b.w. Sheahan .................................................. 7
A. Dangar r.o. .................................................................. 72
M. Grace l.b.w. Fell-Smith .................................................. 6
R. Mackell b. Fell-Smith ..................................................... 7
C. Meares n.o. .................................................................. 7
J. Beaumont n.o .............................................................. 3

6 dec. 163

Sundries ............................................................................. 3

Bowling:

O. M. W. R.
G. Hallebone ................................................................. 4 0 0 18
G. Fenton ........................................................................ 3 0 0 11
B. Fell-Smith ................................................................. 9 0 3 20
A. Coulson ........................................................................ 7 1 0 13
P. Sheahan ........................................................................ 10 2 1 31
J. Davies ........................................................................... 5 0 0 35
K. Barnet ........................................................................... 6 0 1 25
S. Green .............................................................................. 1 0 0 7
P. Young ............................................................................ 2 1 0 4

GESLONG COLLEGE—1st Innings:

M. Knox l.b.w. Mesley ......................................................... 1
S. Green c. Grace, b. Dawson M ........................................... 47
G. Hallebone b. Mesley ....................................................... 2
P. Sheahan c. Clillip, b. Dawson G ....................................... 37
J. Davies std. Mackell, b. Dangar ......................................... 29
G. Fenton l.b.w. Dawson G ................................................... 3
P. Young n.o. ................................................................... 6
I. Hookings b. Dangar .......................................................... 7

Sundries ............................................................................. 5

7 for 107

Bowling:

O. M. W. R.
P. Mesley .......................................................................... 6 0 2 16
C. Meares .......................................................................... 5 0 0 35
M. Dawson .......................................................................... 7 2 1 22
A. Dangar .......................................................................... 11 1 2 32
G. Dawson .......................................................................... 4 0 2 9

2nd XI CRICKET NOTES.

Under the able coaching of Mr. Davies, the 2nd XI this year played six matches. Although we did not win any matches we were able to force four draws, against Xavier, Wesley, G.G.S. and Carey.

The outstanding performances were Ian Barnet's 9/53 and 38 against Wesley and 42 against Carey. Michael Gretton-Watson, always amongst the runs, scored a valuable 56 n.o. against Geelong Grammar. Many played in the 2nd XI during the season, the most regular were Barnet, I. R., Bell, R. J., Corr, A. R., Coulson, A. E., Gregg, G. R. A., Gretton-Watson, M.D., Hazeldine, E. J., Jackson, J., Mann, P. R. McLean K. A. I., MacPherson, M. R., McQueen, D., Wallace, J. T. and Weeks, S.

Best performances:

Highest individual score, Gretton-Watson, M. D. 56 n.o.
Highest average, Barnet, I. R. 40 (2 matches).
Highest aggregate, Jacks, 1103.
Best bowling average, Hazeldine, E. J. 9.1 (7/64).

Results:

Geelong College v. Caulfield Grammar School.
G.C. 64 and 0/11 lost to Caulfield 175 (Gretton-Watson 16, MacPherson, 11 n.o.).

Geelong College v. Xavier.
G.C. 8/92 drew Xavier 100 (McQueen 4/26, Hazeldine 3/21 and 17).

Geelong College v. Scotch.
G.C. 26 and 77 lost to Scotch 0/75 and 1/29 (McQueen 24, Jackson 22).
Swimming at Palm Beach.

Mr. J. Sheahan and Mr. E. Davies at Scots.

Before the Scots Match.

Setting off at Essendon.

Scots College Scoreboard.

SYDNEY TRIP.
Geelong College v. Wesley.
G.C. 8/85 drew Wesley 126 (Barnet I. 9/53 and 38, MacPherson 15 n.o.).

Geelong College v. G.G.S.

Geelong College v. Carey.

U. 16 A’s.
The Under 16 A’s had a successful season in winning two and drawing two of our six matches played. We were also fortunate in coming second in the K.W.N. trophy. Our congratulations go to Anthony Bickford who gained selection in the 1st XI for two matches.

The following boys played in this year’s U 16 A’s—M J. Knox (capt.), J. M. Mansfield, R. J. Bell, A. Bickford, A. McDonald, R. Hicks, B. Mulligan, C. Emmerson, D. McQueen, R. Negri, K Dunn, D. Williamson.

G.C. v. Caulfield Grammar.
Caulfield, 1st innings 56 (Bell 3 for 6).
G.C., 1st innings 100.
G.C. won on 1st innings.

G.C. v. Xavier.
Xavier, 1st innings 8 for 149 (dec.) (Bell 3 for -11, McDonald 3 for 31).
G.C. 1st innings, 7 for 110 (Hicks 43 n.o.).
Match drawn.

G.C., 1st innings 70. (Emmerson 20).
Scotch, 1st innings 4 for 187.
Scotch College won on 1st innings.

G.C. v. Wesley.
Wesley, 1st innings 9 for 201.
G.C., 1st innings 8 for 100 (Bickford 30).
Match drawn.

G.C. v. G.G.S.
G.G.S., 1st innings 153 (Bickford 5 for 67, Bell 3 for -11).
G.C. 1st innings 50 (Emmerson 18).
G.G.S. won on 1st innings.

G.C., 1st innings 6 for 152 (dec.) (Russell 41, Knox 42).
S.C., 1st innings 126 (Bell 4 for 39).
G.C. won on 1st innings.

U. 15A.

Although we only won one match we had a very enjoyable term’s cricket.

On behalf of the team I would like to thank Mr. Grainger for his patient coaching and many words of advice.

After our victory against Geelong Grammar School each member of the team received a cricket cap, donated by Mr. Holland. We are all very grateful for Mr. Holland’s kind gesture.

Geelong College all out for 34 were defeated on the first innings by Caulfield Grammar, 8/160 dec.

Geelong College all out 24 were defeated on the first innings by Xavier, 2/180 dec.

Geelong College all out 77 were defeated on the first innings by Scotch, 6/130 dec. (Balfour 34, Blair 22).

Geelong College all out 57 were defeated on the first innings by Wesley, all out 141 (Balfour 4 for 32, Russell 2 for 18).

Geelong College all out 74 were defeated by Melbourne Grammar, 3/161, and Geelong College, 7/101. (Blair 25, Balfour 25, Russell 31 not out).

Geelong College all out 129, defeated Geelong Grammar all out 115 on the first innings (Russell 76, Holland 3 for 18, Russell 5 for 26).

R.T.R.

U. 15B.
Unfortunately this year we came up against sides of a higher standard than us. We played two matches, one against Xavier and the other against Melbourne Grammar, and we were just beaten both times. Despite fierce bowling by the other sides several good performances were put up. Our bowling was patchy with some good bursts. The best batting was made by Jones, Wallace, Koch and Cuzens. The best bowling performances were by McKindlay, Kerr, Wallace and Wright. Our coach was Mr. Grainger.

H.M.

UNDER 14A.
During the 1960 cricket season, the under 14A team played seven matches. On Saturday, 13th February, we went to play Caulfield Grammar. We batted first and were all out for 68 runs. Calvert 28, Marshall 15 and Cook 13 not out. Then they batted and made 119 runs. Robson taking 2 for 25 runs, McLeish 2/14, Opperman 3/26.

On Saturday, February 20th, we played Xavier College at home. They batted first and were dismissed for 62. Robson taking 4 wickets and Marshall 2. Then we batted and reached 160 for 9 wickets. Marshall 53 not out, Robson 25 and Andrews 20 and McLeish 14.

On Saturday, 27th February, we played Scotch College at Geelong College. Scotch batted first and declared 7 for 103. Opperman taking 2 for 32, Robson 2/20 and Marshall 1/9. Then we batted and made 6 for 64. Marshall making 21 runs. Then on March 5th we had a bye.

On Saturday, March 12th, we went to Wesley to play them on their home ground. They batted first and were dismissed for 62. Robson taking 4 wickets and Marshall 2. Then we batted and reached 160 for 9 wickets. Marshall 53 not out, Robson 25 and Andrews 20 and McLeish 14.

On Saturday, 27th February, we played Scotch College at Geelong College. Scotch batted first and declared 7 for 103. Opperman taking 2 for 32, Robson 2/20 and Marshall 1/9. Then we batted and made 6 for 64. Marshall making 21 runs. Then on March 5th we had a bye.

On Saturday, March 12th, we went to Wesley to play them on their home ground. They batted first and declared at 8 for 165. Andrews making 53, Marshall 11, Robson 38, Paton 24 and Stewart 13. Then they batted and made 9 for 167. Andrews, Paton, Robson and Opperman each taking 1 wicket and Stewart and Marshall each taking 2 wickets.
On Saturday, March 19th, we played Melbourne Grammar at Geelong College. They batted first and made 10/130. Robson taking 5 wickets for 27 runs, Opperman 2 wickets for 23 and Marshall and McLeish both took 1 wicket. Then we batted and declared 1 for 141. Robson making 89 not out, Marshall 41 and Paton 6 not out.

On Saturday, March 26th, we went out to play Geelong Grammar. We batted first and made 10/83. McLeish 23, Opperman 13 and Robson making 89 not out. Marshall and McLeish both took 1 wicket. Then on April 2nd, we played Carey Grammar at Geelong College. We batted first and made 8 for 112. Paton making 89 not out, Marshall 41 and Paton 6 not out. Robson taking 3 wickets and Opperman 2.

Then on April 2nd, we played Carey Grammar at Geelong College. We batted first and made 10/130. McLeish taking 3 for 34, Calvert, Marshall and P. Cooper. D.K.C.

During the season we played 7 matches, winning 2, drawing 2 and losing 3.

We had Mr. Bickford as our coach. His words of advice were earnestly learned and practised by the boys of the team.

We ended the season by winning the K.W.N. trophy.


UNDER 14 B.

The Under 14 B had an enjoyable though unsuccessful season under the coaching of Mr. Bickford and Mr. Orchard who attended many of our matches.

The final team consisted of the following boys: Leishman (capt), Thomson (v. capt.), Orchard, Lowing, Cooper, Olsen, Davey, Richardson, Roberts, Gross, David.

J.E.L.

Geelong College, 26 was defeated by G.G.S., 157. (Goodall 5 for 34).

Geelong College was defeated by Xavier, 98 (Leishman 4 for 28).

Geelong College was defeated by Scotch, 69 (Thompson 4 for 25).

Geelong College, 16 was defeated by M.G.S., 114. Second innings, G.C. followed on.

Geelong College, 77 was defeated by G.G.S., 200 (Olsen 35).

UNDER 14 C.

Unfortunately, the Under 14 C team only had one match this year which was successful. It was played against Geelong Grammar at Grammar.

Although we only had this one match it was a lot of fun for the 12 boys who took part.

The wickets were taken due to the bowling of Henderson, who took 1 wicket, Kryczko, who took 8 wickets, Waterman, who took 1 wicket, Coulson, who took 1 wicket.


UNDER 13.

Some of the more competent cricketers of this age group played regularly with teams of the under 14 group and performed with credit. Matches were arranged each week between teams chosen from this group and were much enjoyed. Only one match was arranged with another team. The match was with the Preparatory School team which was victorious in a close contest. Outstanding performers were Martin, David and Gross.

HOUSE CRICKET.

ROUND 1.


ROUND 2.


ROUND 3.


OPEN HOUSE CRICKET:

Final points: 1st Shannon 36 points, 2nd Calvert 28 points, 3rd Morrison 16 points, 4th McArthur 4 points.

UNDER 15 HOUSE CRICKET.

Final points: 1st McArthur 31 points, aeg. 2nd Shannon 21 points, 2nd Calvert 21 points, 4th Morrison 11 points.
SPORTS AWARDS, 1960.

CRICKET.

COLOURS.
Previous Awards: Davies J. E.

CAPS.
Previous Awards: Davies J. E., Fell-Smith B. G., Young P. J.

SNIPPETS FROM THE CRICKET SEASON.

It is hoped Peter Young never becomes a gambler? He lost the toss seven successive times.

College had a typical collapse in the practise match against Xavier, early in the year. Four batsmen made over 10; there were six "ducks" and 0 not out.

We met with some tough opposition when we played the Old Boys. Especially that of Lindsay Hassett, former Australian Test Captain and John Chambers, captain of Hawthorn-East Melbourne who made four consecutive District centuries.

The P.S. match 12th men shouldn't be forgotten. "Po Po" Green was a hard working 12th man against Scotch. Mick Gretton-Watson was a very serviceable 12th man against Wesley and M.G.S. He did a lot of fielding and M.G.S's. century maker, Little was run out as a result of his throw. Ewen Hazeldine was the unlucky 12th against Geelong Grammar and helped considerably by giving the batsmen a hit. Dennis Ekstedt was also unfortunate at the Carey match.

John Davies took two remarkable catches in the Wesley match and 8 for the P.S. season. Garry Fenton also took 8 P.S. catches of which three were caught and bowled.

Nippy wicket keeper Ian Hookings took four catches and 2 stumpings plus several good run-outs in the P.S. matches. The Geelong Advertiser insisted on called him Hawkins. (Sadie Hawkins perhaps).

Paul Sheahan, who is only 13 years old did very well in the field and well as a batsman and bowler. He dived headlong and took a magnificent one-handed catch off Hallebone in the final match against Carey.

Garry Fenton was strongly abused by Grammar fieldsmen in the match at Corio. He came in to bat and took block left-handed. The Grammar captain set his field for a left-hander. Garry then turned around and faced up right handed causing the Grammar field to change again much to the amusement of the umpires and some spectators.

There were only seven wickets "clean bowled" out of a total of 54. There were 31 caught.
It's interesting to note the average age of the team this year is about 15½. I believe M.G.S.'s average age was 17½—two years difference.

It's also interesting to note that only 14 boys played in the first XI but only 7 played every match.

Once upon a fateful day Geelong College played Carey. Carey batted first and after 20 mins. of play the scoreboard read 5 wickets for 22. College were confident and one umpire remarked he "might see the races to-morrow after all. However, Big Bill Edgar, Carey's Captain came in to bat. He began to hit the bowlers and the score was very soon 6/120. Carey eventually made 217.

A break in this game occurred when a big Labrador insisted on chasing the Carey bowler up to the wicket. However he was removed after much trouble.

In our first P.S. match against Scotch. College made 58 of which "Tich" Ekstedt made 22, the most courageous innings of the P.S. season.

College first faced fast bowling at Wesley. College batted; Graham Hallebone took block, faced up and was caught off the first ball of the match. Garry Fenton went in next, took block, and faced up. Bett thundered in, jumped about six feet at the wicket and slung down a bumper. Garry had intentions of hooking it off his eyebrows at first, then he ducked but too late. The ball hit him in the shoulder and he was dropped to the ground for the count of 9. He got up and continued. However things didn't look too good for College and Bett finally got 7/19. Graham Hallebone got revenge to some extent in the second innings with a good 33.

Things were looking good against Melbourne Grammar when College were 3/111 but a collapse came and College were eventually all out for 179. This was our best P.S. score but it was not good enough and M.G.S. defeated us on the first innings.

During this match our madman scorer, "Purps" Watson fell over a seat and broke his leg, thus missing the trip to Sydney.

The College bowlers were getting hit at G.G.S. so captain "Porky" Young brought on medium fast bowler, Graham Hallebone who after his second over had 3 for 6. Once again College was confident when G.G.S. were 7 for 71 but the inevitable partnership occurred giving G.G.S. a total of 159—30 runs more than College.

College were playing Melbourne Grammar and their captain Houston was 21. "Pessimistic" Peter Young said to Garry Fenton, "You'll never forget this ball." The ball was bowled and Houston was out—caught and bowled.

Wicket keeper Ian Hookings was "carted" off after the first over of the G.G.S. match with a black eye. Captain "Porky" Young (ex-wicket-keeper 1959) took over and did an excellent job.

Well done Ewen Hazeldine who had the best bowling average of 16.7 and Graham Hallebone who had the best batting average of 18.4.

Ken Barnet had a bad start at Scotch with two golden ducks. But with Paul Sheahan at Wesley, took the score from 9/44 to 10/76. Also a very handy 14 not out at Geelong Grammar.

Paul Sheahan was bowling at Geelong Grammar when a snick caught by Garry Fenton in slips was given not out by the umpire. The snick was obvious and the stunned Fenton wasn't ready for the next ball which was almost identically snicked into slips. He juggled it about five times before eventually holding it. This was one more wicket to Sheahan's 5/29 for the match.

The ball was bowled at Scotch; Scotch captain, McKenzie hit the ball high into the outfield where John Davies took a good catch. The crowd cheered, the fieldsmen clapped and McKenzie stayed there. Nearly everyone was stunned. However, no one had heard the umpire call "no ball."

The square leg umpire had noticed "Hackles" Hallebone walking down the bank of the ground in order to get a good start. Problem was, however, the bank of the ground was outside the playing field.

Hard luck story—Ewen Hazeldine out to a freak catch against M.G.S. Ewen hit a loose one hard to short square leg, ball ricocheted from square leg, it flew high in the air back to the wicketkeeper who juggled it 3 times before catching it.

More hard luck—or bad cricket—four run out's at critical stages of various matches.

Paul Sheahan and Graham Hallebone's 3rd wicket partnership of 218 runs against Scots must be near a College record for a 1st class match. Does anyone know of one better?

SNIPPETS—SYDNEY TRIP, 1960.

Soon after Paul Sheahan and Graham Hallebone went in to bat in the Scots match, the Scots coach "Tubby" Rankine confidently bet Bruce Fell-Smith one shilling that the batsmen could not make more than 25 partnership. The partnership was 218—and of course "Fell" won his 1/-.

I've heard it said that Stewart "Po Po" Green is unorganized. Well I don't believe it for a minute!! But I will admit I have never seen him on time for anything yet. And as for remembering things—that's just out of the question. Anyhow Slag, there was never a dull moment when you were around—your sure a wake-up!
I guess its possible that a few College boys didn't know their way around Sydney. This was more than obvious when five of them hailed a taxi and asked to go to the Museum. No one realized why the driver laughed to himself as he drove around the corner with them and stopped. The Museum was less than a block away.

Wasn't that Sydney surf great! More often than not there was no surf and on the occasion when some waves rolled in they were all dumpers. Six of us decided to try out the surf on the Saturday afternoon, just when there were a few "dumpers." Five of us went in and four went home injured. One boy endeavoured to describe his mishap. He said, "Now I know what it is like in the air force when you've been shot down and you spiral your way down into a desert of sand!"

Congratulations Paul Sheahan and Graeme Hallebone on making 137 not out and 103 respectively. The former hit 15 fours and 1 six and the latter 11 fours whilst in Sydney. John Davies also hit a six against Cranbrook.

Stewart Green was wide awake when we played Cranbrook. He ran 14 quick singles out of his total of 17.

Its lucky College wasn't disqualified against Scots for playing twelve men. Scots wicket keeper John Lamb was third top scorer for College with 44 sundries!!

We were glad to have Michael Knox and Bill Coulson with us in Sydney. They took the place of Mick Gretton-Watson and Anthony Bickford who were both unavailable.

Scene: Bondi Beach.
"Big Barny": "Say, Garry what's that thing down there. What are they selling?"
Garry: "That's a Lifesavers' post Barny."
"Big Barny": "Good, let's go down and buy a packet of Lifesavers!!"

Proud Moments.
Jeff Hallebone, Graham's older brother, himself a century maker for College on many occasions, was at Scots to see "Hackles" reach the coveted century for the first time.

Also the Sheahan family, Mum, Dad, Graham and Pam were there also to see Paul batter the Scots bowling to the tune of 137 n.o.


**BATTLING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Batsman</th>
<th>Innings</th>
<th>Not Outs</th>
<th>Highest Score</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hallebone, G. P</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>18.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davies, J. E</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnet, K. W</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheahan, A. P</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24 n.o.</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fenton, G. C</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ekstedt, D.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young, P. J</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>8.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BOWLING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bowler</th>
<th>Overs</th>
<th>Maidens</th>
<th>Wickets</th>
<th>Runs</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sheahan, A. P</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnet, K. W</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>25.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fell-Smith, B. G</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fenton, G. C</td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallebone, G. P</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>37.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davies, J. E</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>46.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ALSO BOWLED**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Maiden</th>
<th>Wickets</th>
<th>Runs</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hazeldine, E</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>16.8*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bickford, A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>25.8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnet, 1</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>68$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*3 Matches. *2 Matches.

**K. W. NICOLSON CRICKET TROPHY.**

**SUMMARY OF RESULTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Played</th>
<th>Won</th>
<th>Lost</th>
<th>Drawn</th>
<th>Runs</th>
<th>Runs Scored</th>
<th>Runs Scored Agst.</th>
<th>Wickets</th>
<th>Wickets Taken</th>
<th>Wickets Lost</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>U 14A</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>790</td>
<td>809</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>136%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>U 16A</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>698</td>
<td>886</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2nd XI</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>805</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>U ISA</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>809</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1st XI</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>915</td>
<td>1743</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
On the first day back to school we had our usual enrollment meeting of the Boat Club. I am pleased to report that we had a record number of 200 boys applied for enrollment. Most of these were young and eager members—a good thing to see in any club, which after all shows the vitality of a club. At this meeting the following committee was elected: A. C. H. Whitehead, Captain of Boats; M. L. McDonald, Vice-Captain. Committee: H. T. Bromell, A. F. McClelland, J. H. Quinton, A. H. McArthur.

We got away to a very good start this year with very good equipment a lot of which had been repaired and reconditioned under the supervision of Albert Bell and Robert Purnell. The shed and lockers were also given a coat of paint by some members of last year's crews. We would like to thank especially Alan Scott and John Selle who gave a lot of their time to this end.

We started as usual with an excellent set of coaches under the direction of our faithful, snowy-haired old rowing master Mr. J. H. Campbell. The coaching team was as follows: 1st VIII, A. B. Bell; 2nds, J. M. Ferguson; 3rds, R. W. Purnell; 4ths, B. George; 5ths, S. Thomas; 6ths, G. Howie; 7ths, D. Edge; 8ths, D. Craven; 9ths, L. Lanyan; 10ths, G. Young.

On behalf of the Boat Club I would like to thank those people who help make the Boat Club function. People such as Mr. Allan Sykes...
who keeps some of our old barges like the "Breeze" afloat, and Sisters Mayne and Lang who keep crew members functioning. Also Mrs. Matthews and the dining hall staff who gave us exceptionally good meals and loyal support. The first eight would like to thank Mrs. Bell for those very enjoyable barbecues that we had with plenty of delicious steaks, cakes, fruit salad and "Tarax training fluid." David Gardner gave up a lot of his time to drive the coach's launch, for this we sincerely thank him. David Salmon also gave us a lot of his time although restricted somewhat because of matrimonial reasons.

As usual the Old Boys were keen supporters of the Boat Club, both financially in supplying us with excellent equipment such as a new set of oars which alone are worth about £100 and also for personal interest and encouragement they gave to the crews.

The "Junior Regatta" was held against Geelong Grammar as usual on the Saturday preceding the Head of the River. The crews that raced were as follows:—1st tub-fours, 2nd tub-fours, 10th, 9th, 8th, 7th, 6th, 5th and 4th eights.

As the Geelong Grammar sixths and sevenths were rowing in Melbourne at the Junior Regatta there, crews of equivalent size and age were rowed against our respective crews. We were very fortunate to win every race, except the 1st tub-four. This can be mainly attributed to the enthusiasm of the junior crews and their coaches. The Boat Club takes this opportunity to thank these coaches who spent so much time and energy laying the foundations for the senior coaches to build on in future years.

-----

COACH'S REPORT.

An enthusiastic Boat Club this year produced ten eight oared crews who maintained their eagerness from the commencement of training until race day.

The shortened training period this year of necessity hastened the work of preparation but mileage proved to be on a par with that of other years.

Barwon Regatta was too early in our training programme to be of benefit, both first and second eights rowed at Henley and enjoyed the break in training. The crews trained together with sporting rivalry which produced splendid rowing—in fact this could be said of all the eights.

The crew was stimulated with the return from last year of bow, two, three and five who resumed their former seats by race day.

BOW was the heaviest in his seat that we have used but what life in those puddles.

TWO showed increased skill with the same neat effective blade as of yore.

THREE was prepared for five miles on race day if need be—solidity combining with skill—I look forward to his blade next year.

FOUR with all the eagerness of youth wanted to be at his top before he started and how tenacious.

FIVE our heaviest ever but the weight was on his feet. A joy to watch in his three years in the seat—a springer—hence an Athlete.

SIX our most improved oar. Could develop into one of those other three sixes.

SEVEN built light and mentally bright—splendid rhythm.

STROKE with all the attributes of General Patten.

COX with good crew spirit—eager at all times to help and on his job in the boat.

The final brought together three splendid crews—all on a par—and Wesley and Scotch both gave us a great row—sharing the honors with us for they were grand crews.

A. B. BELE.
Before writing this year's 1st VIII notes I looked back through those of former years and found one great similarity, all admitted that they could not adequately thank Mr. Albert Bell for all the time and energy he puts into coaching College crews. The same applies this year. Words cannot say the thanks we all feel for the great help Albert has given us both in and out of the boat. The Head of the River wins over the past years are greatly due to him, but there are also many others who play a great part in College's success. We thank David Salmon for the time he puts into coaching us (also to congratulate him on his marriage). Alan Sykes our boat builder gives a lot of time to the Boat Club and we would like to thank him as well as Jim Ferguson, Robert Purnell and the other coaches for their co-operation. Mr. Campbell also deserves a mention for looking after us throughout the year as do Mrs. Matthews and the domestic staff and Sister Mayne.

We commenced training on the first day of term and as we had a shorter time than usual this year every mile was precious. We missed a good deal of rowing early in the season but we made up this lost time after Henley. At Henley we were beaten in the heat of the Junior Eights but valuable experience was gained.

We rowed in the "Alan Tait" after Henley with a very good set of blades made by Alan Sykes. Work in the gym. was intensified after Henley as was the work in the boat.

Several changes were made during the season up until a week and a half before the race. We would like to thank Mrs. Bell for the barbecue given by her and Albert at Barwon Heads a week before boat-race day.

The final seating was: M. L. McDonald, 13.5 (bow); J. H. Quinton, 11.9 (2); A. F. McClelland, 13.3 (3); A. J. E. Eawson, 12.0 (4); H. T. Bromell, 14.8 (5); P. C. Mayne, 12.10 (6); R. J. Bade, 11.4 (7); A. C. H. Whitehead, 11.8 (stroke); H. McDonell, 8.7 (cox).

* * *

HEAT.

With a strong tail wind College got a length lead on Geelong Grammar in the first twenty strokes. Here we made the mistake of "sitting" on Grammar and not trying for a longer lead early in the race. By the half mile Grammar were still a length behind but from here they began to try and row us down. By the mills we only had half a length lead and with two hundred yards to go we had a flop on stroke side and Grammar come on to nearly level terms with us but we managed to recover in time and get over the line a canvas ahead.

* * *

FINAL.

In dead still conditions with drizzly rain all crews got away to a good start in the 1960 Head of the River. Scotch jumped away at the start, rating about 43 to the minute, closely followed by Wesley with College in third position. By the three-quarter mile peg Scotch, still rating very high, lead Wesley by about two thirds of a length with College another third of a length behind. At the half mile the margins between the crews were approximately the same but Scotch were tiring. Nearing the quarter mile Wesley and College had begun to wear Scotch down and only half a length separated the three crews. College and Wesley got ahead of Scotch at the mills and feeling the benefit of hard training College slowly got the edge on Wesley and went over the line first to win by a canvas from Wesley with Scotch another canvas away in third place. Official time 4.51 and 4/5ths.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF TELEGRAMS

The First Eight and Coach greatly appreciate the interest taken by Old Boys and friends of the College. We thank them, and acknowledge their letters and telegrams below:

K. Field, Devonport; Jock Campbell, Sydney; J. Sprigg, Melbourne; Bob McArthur, Albury; Rev. Brother J. R. O'Keane, St. Joseph's College, Geelong; Old Geelong Collegians, Thomas Millear, Deniliquin; Peter McCallum, Frankston; St. Kevin's College, Melbourne; Tom Ken, Cooma, N.S.W.; Graham Robson, Melbourne; Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood, Hawkesdale; Lawson, Balmoral; Glady's Buntine, Perth; R. Tong, King Island; Harry Strahan, Melbourne; Geelong College Office Staff; Mrs. Sheahan, Geelong; Keith Hawken, John Rigg, Brisbane University; Arthur Moreton, Geelong; John Hutton, Penshurst; F. K. Balfour, Melbourne; Nan and Cliff Murch, Port Fairy; Spalding, Mildura; E. L. Partridge, Melbourne; Leslie Reid, Sydney; D. G. Neilson, Geelong; Lorraine and Dick Dawson, Hawkesdale; Dally Messenger, Melbourne; The Funstons, Beaufort; Fiddian, Melbourne; Jim Stewart, Stratford; F. K. Balfour, Melbourne; Puss, Mildura; Sharp, Sea Lake; Warrinn Cricketing Prefects, Geelong; Leggetts, Sea Lake; R. K. Cousen, Chinkapook; Stan Warby, Wagga Wagga; Geelong Grammar 1st VIII, Cork).

* * *

2nd VIII COACH'S REPORT.

The Dale Carnegie Institute carried out a survey of successful industrialists. The conclusion was that success was attributed to 15% technical knowledge and 85% "Human Engineering." In the boat club we feel that we develop in the boys, qualities which will improve their "human engineering" ability. They learn to put the crew before themselves, and become experts at team work. They learn to keep going when they are exhausted. They develop powers of mental discipline which enable them to strive hard to achieve a goal. They learn to be bold enough to tackle older and heavier crews with intent to win.

Again, this year there were several boys who because of seniority and personal effort, may have expected to row in the first eight. When they did not gain selection they gave their very best to the second eight in a way that was a delight to see.

The boys showed that they could take defeat like true sports. When they came to the staging, after going down to the might of the Scotch seconds, Stroke looked up and said, "We had a good row." That was like sweet music in my ears. Yes: we had a good season.

2nd VIII NOTES

Training began on the first day of the school term. Up to this time all the other public schools had been training for at least ten days at rowing camps they had held.

By exercising in the gym with the firsts and thirds, and by doing long, hard conditioning rows in the Pegasus II we became quite fit. After Henley, although beaten by Wesley and Powerhouse in our heat, it was good experience in racing conditions.

After Henley we moved into the Riverina. Throughout the season there were many changes between the first three crews but this seemed to make the crew fight harder with the aim to gain selection for the 1st VIII.

Boat Race this year was before Easter so on Friday, April 8th, we were at our peak of form for our heat against Melbourne Grammar, Brighton Grammar School and Scotch College.

All four crews got away to a fair start but College and Scotch seemed to have the edge on M.G.S. and B.G.S. From the half mile it was clear that the race was out of the two Presbyterian schools. College went on to win easily by 1 of a length from Scotch with M.G.S. and B.G.S. battling out third and fourth respectively.

In the final there was clear calm water with a fairly heavy drizzle; excellent conditions for rowers but not too good for the spectators!

Wesley College, Geelong College, Scotch College and Xavier College all qualified for the final and when the gun went off Scotch and College got away evenly with Xavier and Wesley close behind. At the half mile Scotch had about 2 a length on College with Wesley a length behind College. At the mills the heavier
and older Scotch crew kept their advantage as College and Scotch bowled. Despite College's desperate bid for the lead Scotch went on to win by three quarters of a length in the time of 3 mins. 34 4/5 secs.

We congratulate Scotch on their win and also their coach, old Collegian, Don Macmillan.

During the rowing season we had a lot of fun in the boat and also out of it and I am sure that this could not have been possible if it had not been for our coach Jim Ferguson. For him to give up his time and service to the Boat Club and the 2nd VIII as he has done has been a great sacrifice on his behalf, and we can never adequately thank him for this. He has keenly helped us throughout the season with his encouragement and inspiration (he even rowed with us one night) and we are all proud to have been a member of his crew.

During the term we went on a picnic to Lorne one Sunday and we would like to thank Jim and Air. Berney for making their cars available and also Mrs. Ferguson for having us back to her house and the part she played in making it a success.

MILDURA "EXTRAVAGANZA"
As Easter occurred after Boat Race this year we had Easter free. A prominent Old Boy from Mildura and keen member of the Mildura Rowing Club, Don ("Butch") Mackay, who
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rowed in the 1944 winning Head of the River Crew, invited the 2nd VIII to Mildura to contest the "Head of the Commonwealth Schools" and also to row at Wentworth on Easter Monday in the Schoolboys event.

Jim Ferguson and Old Boy J. F. "Erg." Ewart from Shepparton chaperoned the crew to Mildura where we stayed in pickers huts on Don Mackay's property near Red Cliffs.

On Saturday we met Geelong Grammar and Scotch College 1st VIII's and a composite second and third crew from Wesley College in the "Head of the Commonwealth Schools" event. The course is unusual in that it has a forty five degree bend in it, an angle start and an angle finish.

All crews got away to a good start and College, Scotch and Geelong Grammar were neck and neck all the way with Geelong Grammar slightly in the lead at the ½ mile. At the buoys, about ¼ mile to the finish, Geelong Grammar still had an advantage of a good canvas with Scotch second and College third.

Just before the buoys we "bowled" as "Butch" Mackay had advised us to so that we could get round under full power. By now we were slowly closing the gap between us and the two senior crews and as we went to the line no-one knew definitely who had won until the judges gave their decision.

The result was Geelong College with a short canvas to Geelong Grammar and Scotch College a short canvas away third, then three lengths to Wesley composites.

On Easter Sunday the Mildura Rowing Club kindly arranged a Paddle Steamer trip for us which was enjoyed by all.

On Easter Monday we went to Wentworth for their annual regatta and again met Scotch 1st's and G.G.S. 1st's in the schools event. Here over a straight mile all crews were out for a fight and at the start all crews got away well. Scotch held a slight lead most of the way from College and Geelong Grammar half a length further back.

At the three quarter mile Scotch "bowled" and then three hundred yards from the finish we "bowled" and caught Scotch going on to beat them by ½ a length then 1½ lengths to Geelong Grammar School third.

The crew as a whole would like to thank the Mackays for their kind hospitality; "Erg" Ewart for lending his car, his generosity to the whole crew, helping in making everything run smoothly and entertaining us throughout the trip. Also we would like to thank Mrs. McLennan very much for lending us her car for the trip. Finally we would like to thank our coach Jim Ferguson, for arranging everything, entertaining us, looking after us so well and making such a week-end possible.

The crew were seated: Bow, R. A. Agnew (10.8); 2, R. A. Both (11.8); 3, J. S. Robson (12.6); 4, D. H. M. Berney (12.0); 5, P. M. McLennan (11.11); 6, J. I. Mactier (11.8); 7, H. C. Forbes (11.0); Stroke, A. H. McArthur (11.8); Cox, R. P. Edge (8.0). Average weight 11 st. 8lbs.

A.H.McA.

3rd VIII.

We started training on the first day of school, in the "Pegasus III" under our coach Robert Purnell, and because of the choosing of crews and absentees, we were unsettled for the first couple of weeks.

We trained with the firsts or seconds crews or sometimes the fourths, and did exercises with the firsts and seconds. After about three weeks of training we went into our racing boat the "A. B. Bell," doing swing throughs from the junction to the breakwater. After a couple of weeks of this we turned to 'build ups' and 'starts.' About three weeks before the race we started to do 'starts,' 'sprints' and a few 'courses' with the firsts, seconds and fourths. We concluded 'exercises' and 'dry swinging' about one and a half weeks before the boat races.

Heats, Saturday, 9th April.

We rowed on Saturday morning under favourable conditions with a slight cross wind, but this didn't hinder the rowing. In the heat, Melbourne Grammar got away to a good start, followed by Geelong College, St. Kevins and Xavier. At the mills, we had picked up on Melbourne Grammar and Xavier and St. Kevins had dropped back. We then went to the line, getting a lead of a canvas from Melbourne Grammar with Xavier and St. Kevin's well back. The official placings were Geelong College first by a canvas from Melbourne Grammar, half a length to Xavier and St. Kevins in...
the time of 2 min. 39 4/5 secs. In the other heat Scotch won by a length and a quarter, with Wesley second and Geelong Grammar third in the time of 2 min. 38 4/5 secs.

**Final.**

This was rowed on the Saturday afternoon directly after the 'Head of the River' final. It was contested between Wesley, Melbourne Grammar, Scotch and Geelong College rowed in heavy rain.

We got away with the other crews, and all crews remained level for the first twenty or thirty strokes, then Scotch pulled away from the other three crews. College then dropped back slightly and Scotch increased its lead, and by the mills Scotch were well on their way to victory with Wesley and Melbourne Grammar fighting for second place, and Geelong College just behind. At the finish Scotch won by a length from Wesley by 2 ft. to Melbourne Grammar and a canvas to Geelong College in the time of 2 min. 31 secs.

The final seating and weights of the crew were: Bow, Geddes, A. C. (11.3); 2, Sheahan, G. J. (10.9); 3, Rickey, D. J. (11.5); 4, Urquhart, I. W. (11.2); 5, Urquhart, D. J. (13.0); 6, Irvine J. R. (11.0); 7, John, R. S. (10.9); Stroke, Griffiths, R. I. (10.5); Cox, Strong, R. G. (7.5); with an average weight of 11 stone 4 lbs.

We congratulate Scotch on their win.

We would like to thank Robert Purnell for his good advice and for the time he spent coaching us. We all enjoyed being coached by him, through many hard miles of training.

R.L.G.

**4th VIII.**

Our success this year was greatly due to the expert coaching and inspiration of Bob George who gave up a great deal of his time to us both in and out of the boat. We thank him sincerely.

We started off the season in the "Breeze," and rowed in it for three weeks.

We then moved into the "Pegasus II" in which we achieved much greater run and clearance from every stroke.

There were only two events in which we took part before boatraces; they were both against Geelong Grammar whom we beat by two lengths and two and a half lengths respectively.

Exercises were made harder this year, and were a great benefit to us. They were done well by all.

Saturday, April 9th, Boat Race. Our heat was at 12.05 p.m. against Xavier, St. Kevin's and Geelong Grammar.

In this race we drew with Xavier, St. Kevin's coming third by a canvas. Time: 2 mins. 45 secs.

The final was rowed in good conditions, for the wind had dropped considerably, and the rain stopped.

All crews were lined up as the starter's gun sounded. With 660 yards to go we had a slight lead over Xavier with Scotch and M.G.S. in third place. At the half way mark Xavier had caught us and Scotch were coming third.

With about 160 yards to go we had gained the lead with Xavier second, Scotch third and M.G.S. last of all. These were the positions as the crews crossed the finishing line. In my opinion that race was the best we had ever rowed. The time: 2 mins. 36 3/5 secs.


J.M.P.

**5th VIII.**

On Saturday the 13th of February the 1st version of the fifth eight was formed by Sydney Thomas. For about the first three weeks we rowed in the "Breeze." While we were in this boat we mainly did boat-drill but we did do spots of fairly hard work. Syd. had his own motor-boat down on the river a couple of times and this helped our training greatly, but our crew was still changing about a great deal.

Later on in the season we moved into the shell "Pegasus III" which up till then the 3rd VIII had been using. When we began rowing in this boat the crew was beginning to settle down and we started more extensive training. We were now doing many "bowls," "build-ups" and "starts." After some time of doing these we did a few half mile courses, the distance that we had to row over in the boat race. About two weeks before our race we stopped exercises we had been doing every night at 9 o'clock.

The day before our race we fixed up everything on our boat, polished it and made it as perfect for rowing as we could. In the heat we raced Caulfield Grammar, Melbourne Grammar and Xavier College, finishing in that order with us last. The morning was perfect for rowing
but the afternoon was a completely different story, it was raining heavily when we were rowing up to the half mile mark but it eased off for our race in which we came second, beaten by Xavier and beating Geelong Grammar.

The final crew was: Cox, Patterson, W.; Stroke, Andrews, K. T.; 7, Hinchliffe, J.; 6, Burger, R. O.; 5, Grant, P. J.; 4, Forbes, A. J.; 3, Taylor, M.; 2, Campbell, M. R.; Bow, Hurlston, J. R.

*K.A.*

6th VIII.

The eight boys of this crew; some from last year's sevenths, eights, and even "tub fours," held together and made an extremely light, but quite outstanding eight. The crew and seating was: Bow, Falk, L; 2, Cotton, G. R.; 3, Kefford, D. L.; 4, Thompson, G.; 5, McCann, R.; 6, Singer, B. N.; 7, Moodie, R. W.; Stroke, Tyrer, R. B. A.; Cox, Manger, G.

We began training in a "clinker" named Rebecca. A former Olympic oarsman, Gordon Cowie Esq., was given the task of coaching us. His coaching was invaluable to us. He taught us all how to row and enjoy it. I hope we partly repaid this debt by our successful races.

Although we all enjoyed our training there were times at which, especially on hot Saturday afternoons, I am sure we all felt sorry for ourselves.

About three weeks before our first race we were given our racing boat, the Norman Morrison. It had been extensively repaired and was very fast. Being the thinnest boat in the shed it had one disability, that of balance. It was indeed very hard to balance. However, slowly but surely, with the aid of our coach we mastered it and by race time we were very skilled at least in this respect.

In our first race we jumped the G.G.S. sixth eight and led from start to finish winning by a comfortable margin. In our last race we challenged our own fifths and G.G.S. fifths. We combined well and just managed to stave off the fast finishing College fifths who recovered very well after their mishap. The official margins and placings were G.C. Vths first, 1/3 of a length to G.C. Vths second, with G.G.S. Vths 3/4 of a length behind last.

Richard Tyrer.

7th VIII.

The seventh eight had a very eventful and enjoyable season of rowing in 1960. At the start of the term there was quite a lot of shuffling about trying to decide what position was best for each boy. Very soon however the crew settled down to some hard training.

Our first race of the season was a race against Geelong Grammar on Saturday March 26th. The race was very hard from the start with Grammar gaining a slight advantage but in the closing stages of the race we caught up and narrowly beat Grammar by a canvas.

On Wednesday, March 30th the 7th, 8th, 9th, and 10th eights had a race to determine which eights would be which at the Junior Regatta against Grammar. It turned out that the seventh eight won and so became the seventh eight officially.

The Junior Regatta was held on April 2nd and in this race we got away to a flying start and beat Grammar by two lengths.

On behalf of the crew I would like to thank David Edge for giving up so much of his time to coach us so well.

The crew was: Bow, Balfour, J.; 2, Troedel, W., 3, Reichneu, L J; 4, Baker, D.; 5, Dennis, D.; Schmidt, R. absent for race; 6, Bent, D.; 7, Fairney, I.; Stroke, John, G.; Cox, Long, T. G.H.J.

* * * *

8th VIII.

The boat used by the 8th eight this year was the "Breeze." We were very lucky because from the start of the season there were no drastic changes in seating or boys. Training went well and we were confident of a success against Grammar on Saturday March 26th. However owing to a bad start we were beaten by half a length. We were assured by our coach that this was insignificant and so continued our training- for the annual challenge race between the 7th, 8th, 9th and 10th eights. In this race we rowed much better and finished second so consolidating our position as the eighth eight.

Our last row of the season was in the Junior Regatta in which we raced against Grammar once again. This was won by us by an easy one and a half lengths.

On behalf of the crew I would like to thank our Stroke, Cox and especially our coach for their untiring efforts to bring us to a racing standard.

The crew at the Junior Regatta was: Bow,

**9th VIII 1960.**

Although we started a little late in the season we all had a very enjoyable season’s row.

After a few changes in position the final crew was: Bow, G. G. Irvine; 2, J. C. Walker; 3, A. G. Henderson; 4, P. L. Wood; 5, P. W. Busbridge; 6, J. M. Cannington; 7, N. M. Both; stroke, J. D. Troedel; cox, B. D. Walker.

On behalf of the crew I would like to thank Leo Lanyan for the time and coaching he gave to us.

The Saturday before Junior Regatta we had a practice race against Geelong Grammar and they beat us by a canvas. However, in the Junior Regatta we defeated a Grammar crew by a length.

**10th VIII.**

After a few weeks in tub fours we were fortunate enough to be selected for the 10th VIII. We were very fortunate to have Mr. G. W. Young as our coach and under his careful and patient guidance we spent many hard but enjoyable hours in the Una, and what we lacked in skill was made up by enthusiasm. Sometimes we wished the boat would sink when the coach would say “just another four miles,” but we always seemed to manage it. On the morning of April 2nd we had the pleasure of defeating a Grammar VIII in the Junior Regatta.


**HOUSE ROWING.**

Three days after the victorious Boat Race weekend house rowing was held in good conditions on April 13th. All crews had trained hard over the two previous nights?

In the race conditions were perfect. Morrison got away to an early lead which they gradually increased, with no dangerous challenge from any other crews. Calvert came second with McArthur and Shannon third and fourth respectively.

The Morrison crew was: Bow, P. M. McLennan; 2, J. I. Mactier; 3, R. I. Griffiths; 4, A. J. Lawson; 5, M. L. McDonald; 6, P. C. Mayne; 7, R. John; Stroke, A. H. McArthur; Cox, W. M. Patterson.

In the fours race all crews got away well with Morrison slightly in the lead. Calvert challenged the leaders and was stroke for stroke to the mills. Then Morrison "bowled" and took the lead winning convincingly by a length. Calvert, McArthur and Shannon finished second, third and fourth respectively.

The crew was: Bow, D. M. Birks; 2, K. R. Kilsby; 3, S. F. Taylor; Stroke, J. M. Powell; Cox, S. J. Manger.

**J. H. C.**

Some of us will never forget him. You may ask why. Well it is just the fact that he helps us all while we are at school and that he shows a tremendous love for the College.

In 1912 he was dux of the school and during this year he also won the Geelong College Cup, as well as showing interest in other activities. He joined the teaching staff in about 1929 and now teaches, "NO!" not how to smoke a pipe, but Junior Maths., Senior Economics and History. In 1940 he visited the College boatsheds and was apparently laughed at. Those of us who are still part of Geelong College will know that at the present day he is laughed at no longer. It was he who was responsible for obtaining our rowing coach, the man that has done so much for every member of the boat club, Mr. Albert Bell. This certain gentleman says that he will begin to feel "grown up" next year as he will enter his twenty first year as rowing master. His name appears on the Head of the River programme every year because he represents Geelong College on the Public Schools rowing committee. When the football season comes he is responsible for score cards and results. He acts as starter at the school athletic sports and coaches anybody willing to take on shotputting. In fact he has a great love for sport.

He is house master of "The Cottage," and many have said that "Warrinn wouldn't be the same without him." I may add that it is when boys enter Warrinn for their first year that they realize that he doesn't really walk around with his eyes shut at all.

Of course I have only mentioned a few of his actions. We all know there are many more. But by looking over these few points we can tell what a love he has for his school and to you Sir we owe a great deal.
TENNIS NOTES.

Term I, 1960, has been very eventful as far as tennis is concerned and in one important respect it has been the greatest term for many years. In the past few years tennis has become increasingly popular in all the Public Schools and our hopes of inter-school tennis on a large scale were realized this year when a regular draw, the same as for cricket, was arranged for first term. This is a really great step in the promotion of Public School tennis and we hope that this great international game will gain a higher place in School sport and that there will be, in the near future, an inter-school competition as there is in football, cricket, rowing and athletics.

For the first time in College's history the General games Committee passed the motion that School Honours, Colours and Caps be awarded for tennis and this again illustrates the increasing popularity of this sport.

Upon the return to school after the Christmas vacation, the tennis courts were found to be in poor condition, but an afternoon's work on the part of a few willing and enthusiastic helpers soon saw the surface of the courts once more in playable condition. Practice on two nights each week was quickly begun, and, although it was soon evident that our team would not be as strong as in previous years, the boys were most enthusiastic and always practised hard.

We would like to thank both Mr. Lester and Mr. Quick who worked untiringly and devotedly in the interests of the team and tennis in general and who were at all times willing to help and guide us.

The tennis committee for this year consists of Mr. Lester and G. Fenton from last year with B. Tymms, A. Fletcher, I. Cousen and I. Barnet as new members.

During the term one Social match was held against the Morongo tennis team at Morongo and we would like to thank all those who made this match possible as we all had a most enjoyable game. Other schools against which we competed during the term were Scotch College, Xavier College, Wesley College, Melbourne Grammar School and Geelong Grammar.


Results:

College v. Xavier, at College:
Tymms-McConaghy d. Gallbally-Donaghue, 6-1, 6-1. Cousen-Fletcher d. Tehan-McClure, 6-3, 6-1. Tymms-McConaghy d. Tehan-McClure, 6-0, 6-0. Cousen-Fletcher lost to Gallbally-Donaghue, 6-4, 2-6, 4-6.

College, 3-7-48 d. Xavier, 1-2-22.

College v. Scotch, at Scotch:

College, 3-5-54 lost to Scotch, 6-10-77.

College v. Wesley, at Wesley:
Tymms-McConachy d. Pither-Hearnden, 6-1, 6-1. Fletcher-Cousen lost to Sudekum-Price, 2-6, 4-6. Wood-Corstorphan lost to Hicks-Elliott, 4-6, 6-4, 4-6. Yule-Anderson lost to Charles-Rappell, 5-6, 2-6. Tymms-McConaghy d. Sudekum-Price, 6-4, 7-5. Cousen-Fletcher d. Pither-Hearnden, 6-5, 6-2. Wood-Corstorphan lost to Charles-Rappell, 4-10. Anderson-Yule lost to Hicks-Elliott, 6-10.

College, 3-7-74 lost to Wesley, 5-8-78.

College v. M.G.S., at Geelong Grammar School:
J U N E, 1 9 6 0.


College, 4-8-66 lost to G.G.S., 4-8-72.

College v. G.G.S., at College:
Tymms-McConaghy lost to Brown-Landale, 4-6, 3-6. Barnet-Fenton d. Hood-Smith, 6-3, 6-4. Cousen-Fletcher lost to Fraser-Richardson, 0-6, 2-6. Wood-Yule lost to Pierce-Hannah, 3-6, 2-6. Tymms-McConaghy lost to Hood-Smith, 4-6, 5-6. Barnet-Fenton d. Brown-Landale, 4-6, 6-4, 6-4. Cousen-Fletcher lost to Hannah-Pierce, 5-6, 4-6. Wood-Yule d. Fraser-Richardson, 6-4, 6-3.

College, 3-6-72 lost to G.G.S., 5-11-88.

B.T.

TENNIS COACHING NOTES.

This year the number of boys participating in tennis coaching was substantially higher than last year. This is largely due to the excellent work done by our two coaches, Mr. Trethowan and Mr. Sleeman, who make it a pleasure to come out on a Friday night, whether we are beginners or school champions. In consequence, attendance as a rule, has been very high. But there is another man who works tirelessly behind the scenes. Mr. Quick spends many hours every week organizing tennis coaching for us. He arranges initial enrollment, classifies players into groups and arranges their starting times. Without Mr. Quick there could be no tennis coaching. Thanks to these men this tennis coaching has helped produce our present, and will produce our future tennis champions.

R.A.B.

SWIMMING NOTES.

Geelong College has reached a position among the top five schools in Victoria. This is an outstanding achievement for a school without training facilities.

The first official competition for the year was the inter-house sports held in Geelong’s only pool, the Eastern Beach baths. Here, no less than thirteen of the twenty records were broken. Two of these are faster than the State record times, but cannot be counted as such, owing to various technical reasons. Tony Strahan swam the 220 yards freestyle in 2 mins. 12 secs. (0.6 secs, inside the Victorian record), and Peter Doak swam the under 16, 110 yards freestyle in 60.9 secs. (0.2 secs, inside the Victorian record). After a close tussle, Shannon defeated Morrison, with McArthur third and Calvert fourth.

Results:

OPEN 200 METRES FREESTYLE (held prior to sports): A. Strahan (M), 1; Fallaw (S), 2; Duigan (C), 3. 2 min. 12 secs. (Record).

UNDER-16 100 METRES FREESTYLE (held prior to sports): Doak (S), 1; H. Strahan (M), 2; Garrett (S), 3. 60.6 secs. (Record).

OPEN 100 METRES FREESTYLE: A. Strahan (M), 1; Fallaw (S), 2; Cox (Mc), 3. 59.1 secs. (Record).

UNDER-16 50 METRES FREESTYLE: Doak (S), 1; Seward (Mc), 2; D. E. Davies (M), 3. 26.9 secs. (Record).

UNDER-15 50 METRES FREESTYLE: Leslie (C), 1; H. Strahan (M), 2; Leach (M), 3. 33 secs.

UNDER-14 50 METRES FREESTYLE: Hinchcliffe (S), 1; Olsen (Mc), 2; Dobie (Mc), 3. 35.6 secs.

OPEN DIVING: Fallaw (S), 1; Gretton-Watson (Mc), 2; Aiton (M), 3.

UNDER-16 DIVING: McGregor (M), 1; Garrett (S), 2; Lehmann (Mc), 3.
SWIMMING TEAM, 1960.


UNDER-15 DIVING: Green (C), 1; H. Strahan (M), 2; Smith (Mc), 3.

UNDER-14 DIVING: Robson (Mc), 1; Hinchcliffe (S), 2; Robins (M), 3.

OPEN 100 METRES BREASTSTROKE: McCay (S), 1; Aiton (M), 2; Bromell (Mc), 3. 1 min. 25.2 secs. (Record).

UNDER-16 50 METRES BREASTSTROKE: Doak (S), 1; Seward (Mc), 2; Dew (C), 3. 35.1 secs. (Record).

UNDER-15 50 METRES BREASTSTROKE: Eeach (M), 1; H. Strahan (M), 2; Paterson (Mc), 3. 43.5 secs.

UNDER-14 50 METRES BREASTSTROKE: Ossewell (M), 1; Kidd (S), 2; Olsen (Mc), 3. 46.8 secs. (Record).

OPEN 50 METRES BACKSTROKE: A. Strahan (M), 1; Jackson (Ale), 2; Millikan (S), 3. 34.3 secs. (Record).

UNDER-16 50 METRES BACKSTROKE: H. Strahan (M), 1; McCann (M), 2; Leslie (C), 3. 38.4 secs. (Record).

UNDER-14 50 METRES BACKSTROKE: McGregor (S), 1; EHerman (S), 2; Olsen (Mc), 3. 45 secs.

OPEN 50 METRES FREESTYLE: A. Strahan (M), 1; Fallaw (S), 2; Cox (Mc), 3. 26.5 secs. (Record).

UNDER-16 RELAY: Shannon, 1; McArthur 2; Calvert, 3. 2 min. 21.6 secs. (Record).

UNDER-15 RELAY: Calvert, 1; Shannon, 2; McArthur, 3. No time taken.

UNDER-14 RELAY: Shannon, 1; McArthur, 2; Calvert, 3. 2 min. 35.8 secs. (Record).
OPEN RELAY: Morrison, 1; Shannon, 2; McArthur, 3. 2 min. 21.3 secs.

HOUSE CHAMPIONSHIP AGGREGATE: Shannon (161 points), 1; Morrison (132), 2; McArthur (101), 3; Calvert (58), 4.

CHAMPIONSHIPS: Open: A. Strahan (M, 37 points), 1; Fallaw (S, 33), 2; McCay (S, 8) and Doak (S, 8), equal 3.

UNDER-16: Doak (S, 32 points), 1; Seward (Mc, 15), 2; McGregor (M, 8), 3.

UNDER-15: H. Strahan (M, 23 points), 1; Leslie (C, 8), 2; Leach (M, 8), 3; Green (C, 8), 4.

UNDER-14: Hinchcliffe (S, 13 points), 1; McGregor (S, 8), 2; Robson (Mc, 8) and Oswell (Mc, 8), equal 3.

During the season four inter-school meetings were held with four schools competing at each meeting. We began successfully by defeating Haileybury at Geelong Grammar. Our second swim was at Wesley where the team also performed well, but were not quite up to Wesley's standard. The results were: Wesley, 1st; Geelong College, 2nd; Caulfield Grammar, 3rd; Brighton Grammar, 4th. The third meeting at Geelong Grammar resulted with a win for Scotch with Geelong College second and Melbourne Grammar third. The final inter-school meeting we attended was at Xavier where Scotch again defeated College with Xavier and Carey, third and fourth, respectively. The whole of the team swam well throughout. Those of special note were Ian McCay, Charles Fallaw, Peter Doak, Michael Duigan, Geoff. Oswell, Hugh Strahan and Tony Strahan.

The most awaited meeting for most of us, was the Victorian All-Schools Championship. Outstanding performances by College swimmers were witnessed.

Ian McCay proved himself to be Victoria's fastest U. 17 schoolboy swimmer at breaststroke, by swimming the 110 yds. in 1 min. 25.2 secs.

Peter Doak broke the Victorian U. 16 record for 110 yds. freestyle. He was timed at 60.9 He also gained 3rd place in the 440 yds. freestyle.

Tony Strahan broke the record in winning the U. 19 110 yds. freestyle. His time was 59.8 secs. He also won the 440 yds. freestyle.

The U. 19 team gained 2nd place behind Scotch College, in the 4 x 110 yds. freestyle relay. Our team consisted of Jim Cox, Geoff Dale, Charles Fallaw and Tony Strahan.

The final of the Medley Relay event proved that Geelong College was the 3rd fastest school in Victoria. The results were: Melbourne High School 1st, Scotch College 2nd, Geelong College 3rd.

Our swimmers in this event were Tony Strahan (backstroke), Ian McCay (breaststroke), Geoff Dale (butterfly) and Charles Fallaw (freestyle).

College's outstanding success in swimming this year, resulted in school swimming colours being awarded for the first time. Boys gaining these awards were: Charles Fallaw, Ian McCay, Peter Doak, Michael Duigan, Jim Cox and Tony Strahan.

Finally, on behalf of the swimming committee, I would like to thank Mr. G. Young for his invaluable help in giving Geelong College a much higher name in swimming.

A. G. R. S.
THE SURVIVOR'S STORY.

The ship was sinking fast by the time my brother and I had lashed a few planks from the doomed vessel together and gathered a few provisions. In a flash our makeshift raft was in the water and we were clambering onto it, to safety. There was a long gurgle as the mighty liner, now as dark as the night around it, plunged into the bottomless depths. We saw the deadly fins of the sea scavengers dart and withdraw, making short work of the dead and undrowned. The water was dark with human blood.

By day-break, the water had regained its usual colour of turquoise and we saw that we were alone on that vast plain of blue. As the sun climbed higher in the cloudless sky, we wondered how long we had to live. We weighed our chances of rescue, and found them slim.

On the third afternoon, we finished our last crust and began to taste the sharp edge of hunger and thirst. Our throats were becoming so parched that we found speech difficult. Our tongues, which felt like lobes of leather, added to our anguish.

Early next morning, we were spotted by an aeroplane some miles from where the ship had died, and, after four and a half days afloat, we sighted the rescue ship. In an effort to attract attention, my brother lost his balance and toppled into the cool water, stinging his dried, broken skin. A fin ruffled the water. Fearlessly he drew his knife and dived at the oncoming shark. There was a brief struggle before crimson blood came welling up from the depths. Breathlessly I waited. Then to my great joy, my brother came to the surface, his slightly discoloured knife dripping red water. Although he had received a severe head wound from the dying shark, he was grinning triumphantly from ear to ear. I had just enough time to drag him from the water before other sharks, attracted by the blood, came in to kill their wounded companion.

Soon after our ship drew alongside and we had escaped from the clutches of the deep, the only survivors.

I.R.Y., VI

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE RAILWAY IN AUSTRALIA.

The first railway in Australia ran from Sydney to Parramatta Junction. It began on July 3rd, 1850. The first sod was turned by Mrs. Keith Stewart, daughter of the governor.

However the first railway to be opened to the public was in Melbourne. It went from Melbourne to Sandridge (now Port Melbourne) and was opened on September 13th, 1854. The gauge in Victoria now is 5 ft. 3 ins.

The first railway ever built in South Australia was Adelaide to Port Adelaide. It was opened on April 21st, 1856. The gauges in South Australia now are 5 ft. 3 ins., and 3 ft. 6 ins.

The first railway in Queensland was the Inswichbigg’s camp (now Grandechester) railway. It was opened on July 31, 1865. However the first railway in Brisbane itself was not opened until July 14th, 1875. It ran between Oxley Point and Roma street, a distance of 4½ miles. The gauge chosen in Queensland was 3 ft. 6 ins.

The first railway in Western Australia was built in 1871, between Sockeville and Yoganup using a gauge of 3 ft. 6 ins.

In Tasmania, the first railway came into use on February 10th, 1871. The Hobart-Launceston line was opened on November 1st, 1876. The gauge used here was 3 ft. 6 ins.

On January 14th, 1883, the New South Wales and Victorian railways were connected at Albury, and on January 19th, 1887 the South Australian and Victorian railways were joined at Serviceton. It is called “the Overland.”

NATURE’S LESSON.

My love affair had come to nought and I was left to muse upon a clover hill; When I espied a male robin blithe Being scolded by a female shrill. To regain his prize he found material To help her build her nest. By this insight He restored their harmony; abuse lay still, The abyss was bridged and two hearts blended bright And lo, at once before me lay the answer to my plight.
JUNE, 1960.

AT SCHOOL IN 2060.

It was assembly, the start of a new week and despite the usual week-end I had learnt nothing. So, first period being 'La bel fronsaiz,' assembly was the obvious place to start Friday's French homework. I had learnt the principal parts of "bwur" (to drink) when I woke up to the fact that one of the masters had his eye on me. I stopped, tried to look innocent and tried to work out what the reading was about. We sang hymn 1206 to the tune of the "old thousandth." The head doesn't like "Church-house rock."

After the usual conglomeration of announcements, I went to our form room on the fourth floor. It has a good view and Geelong is usually more interesting than our subjects. Although I passed the French test I got 6 points (the decimal system operates in the records as well as everywhere else) for reading in assembly but I would have lost either way.

In Physics we studied neutralization of Hydrogen and Cobalt bombs. Smith got sent to the head after he had filled the lab. with radiation but nothing else happened. We took half an hour for lunch and then had Cadets for an hour (every-one in 10P is in them except Hans Fromoskold who isn't an Australasian citizen). After this 60 minutes of antiquated antics we had 5 minutes break and then studied Late 20th Century Australian authors. The day closed with a period about Modern Australasian History and that over, I packed my books and waited for dismissal. After fifteen minutes, the class was allowed to disperse and I walked down to Newtown station from where I would catch the 3.05 p.m. train to Melbourne.

THE DESERT.
The desert wind is cool tonight;
Gone is the heat of the day.
On younder mound a silhouette
Grows smaller by the fray.
Dimly the thoughts of the sand appear,
But are washed away by the time:
For life in the barren desert is,
A life of dread and fear.
Miles and miles of wasteful sand;
Where man and camel live and die.
And occasionaly a water-hole
Which after many years goes dry.
But the desert continues year after year,
Having no one to guide it, no worry nor fear.
But to man it is a hazardous wretch:
An unclaimed, unwanted earthly stretch.

G. Andrews, 2A.

MORNING RUSH
Oh dear, I'm late again,
The toast is burnt and it looks like rain.
Up to the bathroom I do hurry,
Helter, skelter, in a hurry.
My teeth aren't cleaned, and my shoes are wet.
I'm damn right sure I'll land in det,
My hair's a mess and my face isn't washed,
My tightly packed lunch is nearly squashed.
I grab my cap and let out a yell,
"Hey! Goodbye Mum!" Then I run like—

J.H., 2B.

A HAPPY TRIP.

During the Christmas we went for a trip to Canberra. We started off early in the morning. After about 3 hours driving we stopped and had lunch by the "Dead Horse Creek." After lunch we went on to Lakes Entrance and then on to Cann River where we stayed the night.

The next morning we started out at 5.30 for Babala. We got there about 8.15. The town was still asleep. By this time we had about a gallon of petrol left so we had to wait for a petrol station to open. After a long wait we were on our way again, heading for Cooma. We stopped there and had "brunch," which is breakfast and lunch together.

We started out again heading for Canberra and arrived there about 2 p.m. and booked in at the Civic Hotel. Late that afternoon we went to see the American and Australian war memorial. It is 285 feet high with an eagle on the top.

That night we went to the hotel night-club for awhile. Then the Governor Sir William Slim came to the Policemen's dinner. He came in a Rolls-Royce with a police escort of six policemen on motor cycles. The next day we visited the War Memorial and other things worth seeing. After that we headed for Cooma to stay the night. The next two clays we spent visiting the Snowy Mountains Scheme.

After we had finished visiting the Snowy Scheme we went to Corrong for the night. We stayed with friends of ours 12 miles out of Corrong. The next day we went home via Bruthen, Lakes Entrance, Bairnsdale and Yallourn. Our trip was a very enjoyable one.

J.McL.M. 3.G.
EXTRACT FROM AN ARTICLE BASED ON FAIRBAIRN.

A is for ACTION which must easily be done.
B is for BOAT which smoothly must run.
C is for CREW who to-gether must row.
D is for DASH which makes the boat go . . .

This is not great poetry as you will agree but it is the start of a jingle that was written by a great man in his own sphere—Steve Fairbairn, the rowing coach.

Many oarsmen, old and present and past will support me when I say that there is a love that goes with rowing, not an ordinary sort of love but the rare love of the rhythmical swing of a good eight well coached.

People who have never rowed find it hard to understand the charm of this sport which consists, after all, of performing the same movement over and over and getting more and more exhausted, for there is no exhaustion like the exhaustion at the finish of a hard rowed race.

Such people have never "felt" a racing shell run while the oars are on the feather and the crew is making its forward swing or heard the "true bell note" as the oars hit the water to­gether. Even the clock of bat against ball is not equal to that unique sound.

Many people think that rowing is just a matter of placing eight men in an expensive racing shell and telling them to row. The truth of the matter is that in a full rowing crew you are dealing with eight separate minds and bodies which are trying to blend into an efficient, unified, delicately balanced machine. If one of the minds or bodies "goes stale," the machine slows down and perhaps breaks down. It is the old story of the chain being only as strong as its weakest link. It is the brand of a good coach to be able to bring these eight individuals to a peak together without such stale periods. The secret to this seems to be varied and interesting training, not following a set routine every night.

Some people say that rowers are overtrained. This was proved wrong by the late Professor Cotton who proved that the human constitution could be extended far beyond the point to which it is usually put.

To complete Fairbairn's jingle:

Y is for YEARS through which you attain Perfection by rowing again and again.
Z is for ZEBRA whose stripes represented By your blade in the water Will make you contented.

Anonymous.

A YARN OF A STOCKMAN.

A mob of steers this particular afternoon was starting to cause a bit of trouble. In particular one steer was doing a bit of charging about and creating a general disturbance. In order to stop a general stampede, this stockman rode out and of course the steer chased him. So that his horse would not be hurt, as it was a valuable animal, he dismounted, and sent his horse back to the camp. Then, hotly pursued by this angry steer, he sprinted as fast as he could towards the only tree for miles. When he was about a couple of yards away, the bull was just touching his back with its three foot horns, and as he wouldn't have made it to the tree, he performed a very daring act. Reaching behind him, still running as fast as he could, he grasped the steer's horns with his hands, and vaulted backwards onto the bull's back.

The bull, by this time was so near the tree that it was unable to stop and crashed head­long into it and knocked itself out.

The stockman calmly walked back to the camp as though he had done this thing a couple of times before.

(Of course, this story is absolutely true! Every word of it!!)
This has been a momentous term in the life of our school. We have begun work at our New Preparatory School set on the beautiful fifty acre site at the top of Aberdeen Street, Newtown.

On Wednesday, 10th February at 3 30 p.m. the Moderator of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church of Victoria, The Right Reverend A. Crichton Barr, M.A., presided at the Opening and Dedication of our new buildings.

The morning of Thursday, 11th February found us comfortably installed in our pleasant classrooms following our first outdoor assembly in the quadrangle.

We were pleased to welcome three new teachers, Miss D. Bodey, Mrs. L. M. Goninon, and Mr. M. H. Roland, together with Mr. D. W. Hulme our new music master.

On Tuesday, 26th April we visited the Geelong Theatre where we enjoyed the presentation by 'The Hogarth Puppets.'

The boys of seventh form also appreciated a visit to the Melbourne Museum.

We visited Morrison Hall to see the film 'Back of Beyond.'

The boys of Fifth Form under the direction of Mr. Roland produced three short plays concerning Australian Exploration.

At our special Anzac Service the speaker was Mrs. E. Moodie who spoke about her war experience with the Nursing Service.

Enthusiastic support has been given to the Centenary Building Fund, the boys contributing £20 from their own earnings and pledging themselves to raise this amount for each of five years.

SOCIAL SERVICE under the guidance of Miss L. R. McDonald has been well maintained.

This year the Secretary is Robert Pigdon and all boys are members of the Social Service Club. The boys contributed generously to the Friday's collection and also held several stalls.

Sums raised were: £16 Red Cross March Appeal. £5 from sale of Red Cross Badges. £5/5/0 to buy gramophone records for the crippled adults. £5/5/0 to send a crippled child to a special camp.

To stimulate interest in the various charities to which the boys contribute, they were taken to see the Red Cross Centre in Bellerine Street. Later Miss Webb visited the school and gave a talk about the work of the Red Cross.

Also a visit was made to the Victorian Society of Crippled Children and Adults at Chilwell. Here the boys were told about the work of the Society and met some of the Crippled Adults.

During the holidays a small group of boys started a real social service by going out and doing "odd jobs" for old age pensioners.

STAFF. At the end of March we bade farewell to Mr. A. B. Hearn who returned to Tasmania after a long and successful stay with us.

Mr. D. MacLeod after completing six years service as our Vice-Principal left for Western Australia where he has become the Headmaster of Christ Church Grammar Prep. School.

We joined with the Kindergarten and Senior School at a final march past and farewell presentation to Dr. and Mrs. M. A. Buntine on Senior Oval on Thursday, May 12th.
LIBRARY. Perhaps the most popular section of our New Prep, this far is our Helen Mackie Library, efficiently administered during this term by Mrs. P. Wood and Mrs. M. G. Burrell. Our Library reports:—

THE "HELEN MACKIE" LIBRARY.
The inclusion in the New Preparatory School of the attractive "Helen Mackie" Library has proved, even in its short history, well worth while. A very keen interest and enthusiasm has been shown by all the boys and a considerable amount of work has been done by them to enable the library to begin functioning.

The display, and subsequent sale, of books for the Library, held at the opening of the Preparatory School, proved most successful. These books, together with those from the hustling Social Studies Library and others purchased by the school, made it possible for every boy to borrow books throughout the latter part of the term.

The task of cataloguing, classifying, processing and the plastic covering of every book going into the library takes time, but the work is steadily progressing. Next term, it is hoped there will be a sufficient number of books ready for instruction of the boys in how and where to find information from the reference section and so by practical application learn to supplement their class work. The Library periods this term have been used for reading, some book discussion and for the general encouragement of reading and interest in books.

Our thanks are due to all those parents, friends and old boys, who donated books to the Library; to Mr. Webb who so kindly made most attractive headings for the shelves and display posters for us; to Miss Dunlea of the Newtown and Chilwell Library and also to the Library Committees of both senior and preparatory schools and to all other boys who have worked so willingly and enthusiastically throughout the term.

OPENING OF THE NEW PREPARATORY SCHOOL.
On Wednesday, the 10th of February this year, the first stage of the New Preparatory School was officially opened by Mr. A. W. Coles, Chairman of the College Council.

A short service of dedication was incorporated with the opening. This was presided over by the Right Reverend A. Crichton Barr, M.A., Moderator of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church of Victoria.

After a hymn and prayer, the School Chaplain, the Rev. E. C. McLean, B.A., Dip. Ed., read two passages from the scriptures.

Then followed the presentation of the keys by the Architects to Mr. Coles, who in turn handed the keys to the Moderator who accepted them "In the name of the Presbyterian Church of Victoria and on behalf of Geelong College."

At the conclusion of the Prayer of Dedication, a presentation was made to Mr. Coles who then delivered the speech printed here-under.

The Service finished with a hymn and then the Benediction.

Moderator, Dr. Buntine, Mr. Campbell, Mr. Mockridge, Parents and Friends of The Geelong College—this is a very happy and important day in the life of The Geelong College, and we are greatly honoured, Moderator, by your presence at the opening of a New Preparatory School—a birth in fact and an opportunity to talk of Hope.

This partly constructed School we are opening today is an expression of the Hope and Trust we all share in the future of The Geelong College, and of the part we expect it to play in the unfolding of the glorious possibilities of this great Country of ours. It is also an expression of our belief in the value of a Christian foundation for Education.

As we become better educated we are learning that. Australia is a land with far greater opportunities for development than was ever suspected by the best informed leaders of past years. It is quite obvious that the present generation of Australians are awakening to the real potential of their country, and are intelligently conscious of the effort that must be made to obtain the reward from a land that will only unlock its secrets to those who will undertake the education and the research necessary to find the key. I doubt if you will find any young Australians today who accept the gloomy limitations placed on the estimate of ultimate population by the prophets of the past.

We know now that the foundations on which those estimates were made were flimsy and the whole picture is rapidly being repainted in far more glowing colours as a result of Education based on Scientific research. Who will hazard a guess today as to what is the limit of population that Australia may eventually support? Already we know enough to enable us to raise our sights to a level that encourages us to accept the risks and plan for development on a scale hitherto undreamed of. The plain fact is
that, whether we like it or not, we are being projected into a New World—an exciting, challenging world—in which Education and Scientific Research are progressively lifting the veil of ignorance; a world in which the satisfying rewards may well be valued in terms of achievements and service to mankind, rather than in the mere amassing of wealth or personal possessions.

I was privileged recently to visit many Universities and Research Foundations in the United States of America, and was deeply impressed with the quickening pulse of interest in education that has awakened there, particularly spurred on, of course, as a result of the development of atomic energy, and the race for the conquest of space. The whole field of Education in that country is being subjected to a critical re-examination in an attempt to raise the standard of man's knowledge to enable him to grapple with the excitingly dangerous issues involved.

Australia faces this same challenge—and our weakness is the same as that of the United States. There are far too few trained minds of the right calibre to meet the new horizons that have arisen so swiftly and have become a question of such urgency.

We need many more men with imagination and courage. Men, perhaps, like the late Sir Clunies Ross, who are capable of original thought and inspired to follow out their ideas and test new methods. In every walk of life we need devoted, observant men with enquiring minds who will not be contented to accept existing practices as the final answer, but will constantly ask "Why?" and will work patiently towards discovering the underlying truths.

It is the duty of our schools to try and provide such men, and it is our duty as citizens to support them in their work and defend them against the criticism and opposition that is always present when our comfortable way of life is challenged. There are still plenty of people with shut minds, you know. You will find them even in educated circles. The very researchers working on green cultures threw away in disappointment many batches of material because it was contaminated by mould—until one, Fleming, more observant than the others, asked himself "Why?" and discovered Penicillin, which opened the door to the discovery of many life saving drugs.

You will probably be as amused as I was when I was told the story about the Director of Patents in Washington, U.S.A., who resigned his position because he was sure that everything possible had then been invented and his job would not be interesting any longer. This happened in 1877 at the time the Bell telephone was invented.

If there is one truth that the boys who are entering this College will learn—probably the hard way—as they go through life—it is that the only constant factor in this world is change. If you are at all sceptical about this statement, just ponder over the remark made by a Scientist whom I met in America. He summed up the current surge of scientific discovery in this terse and pithy phrase—"If it works it's obsolete."

The scope of knowledge today is only the threshold of the field of tomorrow. It has always been that way and the horizon seems to move further and further away the more we move towards it. Training of the mind to increase the capacity to observe and think therefore clearly emerges as the predominantly essential factor in education, and its commencement cannot begin too early.

I hope that in this College the highest priority will ever be given to the encouragement and development of boys who have enquiring minds. There is so much to learn and such a lot of work to be done. The important objective is to bring knowledge to bear at the right time, before expensive mistakes are made.

Man has always been his own worst enemy. In his race for wealth he has generally preferred to exploit his inheritance—The Earth—rather than conserve and develop it. Take our Australian scene as an example. We rushed in without thinking of subsequent results. We introduced animals, plants, parasites, foreign to the environment, sometimes with success but the mistakes which had the effect of destroying the balance of Nature are placing a heavy burden on the community today. I hardly need to mention rabbits, foxes, cactus, blackberries, thistles, or other pests which have become such a familiar part of our lives that we take them for granted; but recently even our high expenditure on irrigation is showing symptoms of insufficient study of the problems involved, with the consequent heart-breaking losses by salting of quite large tracts of fertile country and infestation of parasites in pest proportions.

We learn by our mistakes and Scientists are tackling these problems. Recently I saw in Merbein very interesting field tests being carried out by C.S.I.R.O. scientists of radiation mutant tomato plants. The seeds of which had been exposed to radiation in an attempt to produce a new strain that would be resistant to nematodes (minute worms that attack the roots and destroy the plant) which have become a problem since the introduction of irrigation.

Work of this nature, coupled with pure research, is going on in all branches of Physical and Biological sciences. I have mentioned these things purely for the purpose of illustrating to the boys and their parents the growing and increasingly interesting field that awaits these boys if they show enough interest to prepare themselves for the job ahead. This new school is built to provide the working tools and the opportunity for their young minds to be exposed to proper influences at an early age.
I wish to offer congratulations and thanks to those responsible for this fine start on the building programme. I would particularly mention the Principal, Dr. Buntine, and the Preparatory School Headmaster, Mr. Campbell, who have worked so hard to get this school started and whose ideas are embodied in these buildings. I have rarely encountered a greater example of loyalty and devotion to a cause than that demonstrated by Arnold Buntine in connection with this new school. He is giving up his post as Headmaster this year on medical advice, yet he has thrown himself into the effort to get this school started as if it was the most important thing in his life. It will stand as a worthy monument of his term as Headmaster and to his love of The Geelong College. Yesterday the Council announced that it had decided to recommend the appointment of Mr. Peter Thwaites, the present Headmaster of Ballarat College, to the Presbyterian Assembly as a successor to Dr. Buntine. We expect Mr. Thwaites to commence duty about the middle of this year.

We owe our thanks to the Architect, Mr. John Mockridge, for his handling of the details of the contract and his skilful design. Mr. Mockridge is an Old Collegian and takes a great interest in The Geelong College. We also wish to thank the Builder, Mr. John Peeman, and his competent team of builders for the excellent workmanship which is evident in these buildings. And especially I wish to thank the Old Geelong Collegians and the parents and friends of The College who, under the leadership of the Rev. G. A. (Pat) Wood, subscribed the money to allow this excellent start to be made.

I feel confident that, having gone this far, we will give ourselves the joy and satisfaction of continuing to assist with contributions until the whole job is completed so that this Preparatory School will represent a worthy commemoration of the Centenary of The Geelong College.

This school is much more than a group of beautiful, well-equipped buildings, surrounded by playing fields and staffed with masters, to cater for a growing population. It is an Act of Faith in the future of Australia as a virile Christian Nation, whose way of life can serve as a message of hope in a world where millions of people are seeking guidance; faith in the Teaching staff to give the right kind of example and inspiration to the boys so that The Geelong College will continue to do its part towards providing leaders imbued with Christian ideals of Citizenship and personal character, who will work in all walks of life for the benefit of the community in which they live, and Faith in God to bestow wisdom and guidance upon those who are charged with its administration.

I commend this school to you as a worthwhile instrument, well worthy of your continued interest and support.

NEW VICE-PRINCIPAL OF PREPARATORY SCHOOL.

Mr. I. R. Watson.

At the end of First Term it was announced that Mr. I. R. Watson had been appointed Vice-Principal of the Preparatory School. He succeeds Mr. D. MacLeod who is now Headmaster of the Christ Church Junior School in W.A.

Mr. Watson joined our staff twenty years ago, coming to us from the Education Department. At the end of 1940 he enlisted with the R.A.A.F. where he specialised in navigation. He was chosen to navigate one of the first American bombers to fly across the Pacific, served a tour of active operations with 2 Squadron, and then became senior navigation instructor at the Air Force stations at Ballarat and Mount Gambier. Early in 1944 he was appointed to Nhill in charge of the first Bombing Instructor's Course prior to returning to active operations as Squadron Leader, Staff Officer for Bombing at North Western Area Headquarters where he served for the final eighteen months of the war.
Since his return from the R.A.A.F. he has been responsible for the third, fourth and fifth forms at the Prep. School. Mr. Watson has the distinction of having five sons all attending the College.

**SPORT.**

**CRICKET.** The playing fields of the new school are not yet available for use but cricket practice has been fully maintained on the "old" Prep. Oval. The boys have shown keen interest in the House Matches played as well as in games with Geelong Grammar School, St. Joseph's College and Bostock House. The under 12 Team led by W. Farrow and the Under 13 Team led by R. Pigdon have had good wins. The House competition will not be completed until Third Term, but has been highlighted by the strong batting of Pegasus Team. R. Pigdon scored 102 retired, against Bellerophon House and R. Pigdon 78 and T. Leigh 64 made a strong stand against Helicon House. In the Under 11 Competition I. Keith (Bellerophon House) was the main scorer with a 51 not out against Helicon House.

**SWIMMING.**

Much enjoyment and good success again characterised our swimming classes at Eastern Beach. There were 46 boys successful in gaining their Herald Learn to Swim Certificate, 54 passed the Junior Certificate test and 39 gained the Senior Certificate.

**ANNUAL SWIMMING SPORTS:** A feature of the Meeting was the keen tussle between D. Batten and A. Walter for the under 11 championship which ended with a tie. D. Batten won the open championship as well as the under 11 championship.

**INTER-HOUSE COMPETITION:** Pegasus House, 47 points, 1; Helicon House, 38 points, 2.

Results in detail:

**OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP:** 25 Metres Backstroke: J. McKeon, 1; D. Clutterbuck, 2; R. Barr, 3. 25 Metres Breaststroke: C. Chapman, 1; R. Pigdon, 2; D. Schofield, 3. 50 Metres Freestyle: D. Batten, 1; C. Chapman, 2; M. Thomas, 3. Diving Championship: D. Batten, 1; A. Gordon, 2; J. McKeon, 3.

**UNDER 12 CHAMPIONSHIP:** 25 Metres Backstroke: N. Kidd, 1; C. Russell, 2; R. Nicols, 3. 25 Metres Breaststroke: R. Morris, 1; N. Kidd, 2; G. Senior, 3. 25 Metres Freestyle: G. Senior, 1; R. Lloyd, 2; C. Beckett, 3.

**UNDER 11 CHAMPIONSHIP:** 25 Metres Backstroke: D. Batten, 1; A. Walter, 2; A. Wall, 3. 25 Metres Breaststroke: A. Walter, 1; R. Belton, 2; D. Batten, 3. 25 Metres Freestyle: D. Batten, 1; A. Walter, 2; R. Belton, 3.

**UNDER 10 CHAMPIONSHIP:** 25 Metres Backstroke: A. Gordon, 1; R. Bowen, 2; P. Piddington, 3. 25 Metres Breaststroke: A. Gordon, 1; R. Bowen, 2; J. Hedley, 3. 25 Metres Freestyle: A. Gordon, 1; R. Bowen, 2; P. Bladen, 3.

**UNDER 9 CHAMPIONSHIP:** 25 Metres Freestyle: C. Carew, 1; R. Sheringham, 2; M. Betts, 3.

**RELAYS:** Under 11: Pegasus House, 1; Bellerophon House, 2; Open: Helicon House, 1; Pegasus House, 2.

**CHAMPIONSHIPS—(Points Competition):**


THE OLD BOYS.

OLD GEELONG COLLEGIANS' ASSOCIATION.


Hon. Secretary, D. G. NEILSON, Esq.
T. & G. Building, Geelong. Phone X5704.

Annual Membership, £1/1/-.
Life Membership, £10/10/-.

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE.

1960 and 1961 are exciting years in the history of the Geelong College—years of movement and achievement in which Old Collegians as well as present boys have a share.

The College's work goes forward in scholarship with exhibitions being gained regularly; in sport with yet another Head of the River success; and in building with the completion of the first stage of the new Preparatory School.

Equally momentous is the resounding success of the Centenary Building Fund which far surpassed its original target and now stands at over £150,000. In this, Old Collegians throughout a large part of Australia have worked with parents and friends to send the College on its way into the second century, a magnificent proof of their thankfulness for the work of Dr. Buntine and of their support for Mr. Thwaites. Special thanks are due to those who organized and carried out the work in the scattered country regions. Inevitably in such an extensive undertaking some Old Collegians will not yet have had the opportunity to contribute, but it is to be hoped that all who have the College at heart will share in the great buildings soon to be erected on the magnificent Preparatory School site.

Such success gives us confidence that in celebrating the Centenary of the Geelong College next year, we shall be taking part in a further forward move—evidence of vitality and progress in both the College and the Association.

The Centenary programme will soon be available so that Old Boys from far and near can plan to attend some or all of the functions and festivities.

This is a time to rally to the old school and the new, to demonstrate that the Association will back the College as strongly in the future as it has done in the past.

B. R. KEITH.

LIFE MEMBERS.

The following Old Collegians have become Life Members of the Association since the last issue of the "Pegasus":—

A. W. Giddings ('24); B. L. Duigan, J. A. K. McLean ('30); D. B. Duffy ('32); M. E. Winstanley ('33); J. R. Morrison ('41); R. Potter ('44); P. Shrimpton ('49); J. R. Troeth ('55); D. G Evans, D. W. Gibson, J. R. Powell ('57); R. S. Boyd, I. S. Downey, N. G. Drew, J. W. Holmes, P. J. Hurrey, D. R. Seller, P. T. G. Webb, P. H. Weaver ('58).

ASSOCIATION ACTIVITIES.

ANNUAL REUNION.

The Annual Meeting of the Association is to be held in the Norman Morrison Hall on Saturday, 23rd July, following the P.S. football match against Geelong Grammar School on the College oval. The Annual Dinner will take place at Sladen House, Pakington Street, at 6.15 p.m., when guests will include Dr. J. R. Darling (who will be guest speaker), Mr. P. Thwaites, and representatives of the Old Boys’ Associations of other public schools.

BOAT RACE BALL.

A racing eight suspended from the ceiling was the central motif of the excellent decorations arranged by Don. Taylor, Bill. McCann, Barry Solomon and their helpers for the Boat Race Cabaret Ball at the Palais Royal on Boat Race Eve. Bill Wishart and his fellow Ticket Secretaries worked hard to ensure the success of the function, and their efforts were well rewarded as the hall was well filled and a substantial profit earned for the Centenary Building Fund.

MELBOURNE BALL.

The Melbourne Committee under George Ewan has posted notices to all members of the Association of the official Association Ball to be held on Friday, 8th July. The function is to be in the form of a Cabaret Ball, and is to be held at Nine Darling Street, South Yarra.

FAREWELL TO Dr. BUNTINE.

On the last day of first term, a farewell to Dr. M. A. Buntine was arranged in the Norman Morrison Hall. On behalf of the Association, the President—Mr. B. R. Keith—thanked Dr. and Mrs. Buntine for their service to the College, and expressed the best wishes of all Old Collegians for the future. Mr. Keith presented Dr. Buntine with a wallet and cheque, and invited Mrs. A. W. Coles to unveil Mr. William Dargie’s portrait of Dr. Buntine which the Association joined the College Council in having painted for the Morrison Hall.

COMMITTEE MEN ILL.

The Committee has missed the presence at its meetings of two of its most prominent members, Alan T. Tait (’08) and C. A. Keith Baird (’16)—both of whom have unfortunately suffered serious illness.

THE BRANCHES.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA.

At a luncheon at the Esplanade Hotel, Perth, on 6th April, the Western Australian Branch entertained Sir Francis and Lady Rolland. Sir John Dwyer (1893) wished the guests “bon voyage” for their trip to England, and Sir Francis responded, giving the fourteen Old Boys present an account of College activities.

HORSHAM.

At a meeting of Horsham and District Old Boys held on 4th May, it was decided unanimously to form a Wimmera Branch of the Association. The President elected was George Walter, the Secretary David Walter, and the Committee John Russell, David Gregory, Don Wilson and Brian Timms.

SYDNEY.

The Principal of the College (Mr. P. N. Thwaites) and the President of the O.G.C.A. (Mr. B. R. Keith) travelled to Sydney for the N.S.W. Branch reunion held at the Australia Hotel on June 3. The guests gave the 40 members a sketch of the College as it is and of plans for future development. At the close of the gathering many members indicated their contributions to the Centenary Building Fund, taking the progress total past the secondary target of £150,000. The all round success of the evening was a reflection of the careful management of Leslie Reid (President) and Ian Surplice (Honorary Secretary).

CENTENARY CAMPAIGN.

With the Centenary Fund Campaign looming large, branches of the O.G.C.A. have been more active this year than usual, and campaign dinners were in most cases substituted for the customary annual reunions. Members of the central committee at Geelong, including the two Principals (Dr. M. A. Buntine and Mr. P. N. Thwaites), parents, friends and Old Collegians, travelled to Melbourne, Ballarat, Hamilton, Horsham, Mildura, Shepparton, Sale and Sydney to meet local Old Boys and parents and to speak for the cause. Ladies were invited to most of these functions.

In every case the visitors’ arguments were well received and led to the setting up of a local committee which undertook the real work of interviewing other College supporters. The success of the Campaign owes much to the work of Old Boys in the regions.
T H E  P E G A S U S ,

CENTENARY CELEBRATIONS.

A committee, consisting of representatives of the College Council and the Old Collegians, is preparing plans for the celebration of the Geelong College's Centenary during 1961. Chairman is the Rev. G. A. Wood, who is an Old Boy and a member of the Council.

A programme of events will be compiled and sent to all Old Boys as soon as it is ready. The only date already determined is July 27 for a Centenary Ball in the Palais de Danse, St. Kilda. Some of the other items on the programme will probably be a Centenary Dinner, a Boat Race Ball, a church service, an “open week” at the College, a boarding-in weekend for Old Collegians and parents, a boys’ banquet, a garden party, special sporting fixtures, and a re-enactment of outstanding historical events.

Other points of interest will be the publication of the History of the First Century of the Geelong College, and the setting up of a Museum of historical documents and objects, for which exhibits are now being sought.

STOP PRESS: It has just been decided that the greatest concentration of events will take place between July 7 and July 16, 1961. Old Boys' Day at the College is planned for Saturday, July 8, the actual hundredth anniversary date. There will be other observances during that first week-end, while the following one, July 14-16, is proposed for a boarders' back-to-school period.

OLD BOYS’ SONG.

Here’s a song for the School that is ours alone, For the ivied School on the hill; For the flow of boys and cheerful noise, Whose echoes linger still. So let us sing till the rafters ring As we grow boys again, Thro’ the stories told as the hours unfold Of the Place that makyth men.

Here’s a song for the School that is always ours, For the boys of the wrestling mind, Who their end to gain and the truth attain Will seek until they find;

And let us sing till the rafters ring Of men who’ve righted wrong; Thro’ the true Light learned and the Darkness spurned In the Place that makyth strong.

Here’s a song for the Sport that is keen and clean, For the teams that fight to the close: For the football will, and the cricket skill. And the thrill the oarsman knows: But a call there came to a sterner strife, And hundreds answered then; They could not say No: they were quick to go, For the School had made them men.

Anonymous.

THE UNIVERSITY.

CONFERRINGS, 1959-60.

M.D.Sc: E. M. Wollff.
B.Sc: P. J. Bunyan.
M.B., B. S.: P. W. Sutherland.
B.C.E.: B. L. Head.
B Ed.: A. M. H. Aikman, S. E. Fraser.
Dip Ed.: D. J. Collins.

The large proportion of Arts graduates listed above is evidence of the increasing interest in teaching among Collegians. To them must be added those who have taken the specific degrees and diplomas in Education.

Frank Pam, taking his honours degree in Germanic Languages, also was awarded an exchange scholarship by the Federal Republic of Germany, and is now studying for a higher degree at the University of Bonn.

Stewart Fraser’s degree in Education is an addition to his Melbourne baccalaureate in Commerce; there are also his M.A. (Oxon.) and M.A. (Education) (Stanford).
SIR ARTHUR COLES.

Chairman of the College Council for 20 years and an Old Collegian, Sir Arthur Coles received his Knighthood in the Queen's Birthday honours.

Sir Arthur, who with a brother, founded G. J. Coles & Co. Ltd. in 1914, has held many important positions including Chairman of the Australian National Airways Commission, Lord Mayor of Melbourne and Chairman of the 1956 Olympic Games Control Committee. Recently he has led the College Centenary Building Fund as General Chairman.

The honour conferred upon Sir Arthur is acclaimed by all Old Collegians.

MARRIAGES.

Robert Stewart—Anita Telford, College Church, Parkville, December 4.
Phillip Shrimpton—Barbara Macdonald, Grovedale, December 12.
David H. Walpole—Lois Wade, Ballarat, January, 2.
Donald T. Grant—Lesley Kathleen Dodds, Kew, January 16.
Douglas Weaver—Winifred Helen Tyler, St. Andrews, Bendigo, January 16.
Graeme Williams—Judith Noel Lindsay, Geelong, February 13.
Peter G. Ball—Jeanette Dewtrell, St. George's Geelong, February 20.
David Salmon—Lesley James, Ballarat, February 26.
Giles Warnock—Robin Ward, Sydney, March 11.
Rex Wall—Elizabeth Sarah White, Highton, April 2.
Ian W. St. John—Pamela Annette Mills, Geelong, April 2.
Graham L. Keith—Joan Margaret Mason, Geelong, April 23.
Russell M. Balfour—Olwyn Margaret Matthews, Trafalgar, April 23.
Graeme Stephenson—Helen Webb Ware, South Yarra, April 30.
John Richardson—Jean Kater, St. Mark's, Sydney, May 20.
John H. Metcalfe—Margaret Ann Fairbairn, South Yarra, June 2.
Philip Aitken—Elizabeth Fone, Kew, June 3.
James G. Howden—Elaine Barber, South Yarra, June 6.

SPORT.

PERRY LEACH ('58) won the Blakiston Cup for the open champion at the annual sports of the Gordon Institute of Technology, Geelong. He was first in the three sprints, and second in the 880 yards. NICK WALTER ('59) won the under 18 880 yards event.

RODERICK MULLIGAN and JIM HOLDSWORTH (both '59) were members of a P.S. cricket team which toured Ceylon in Christmas 1959.

DAVID HINCHLIFFE ('54) and BOB MERRIMAN ('53) were members of the Newtown cricket team who were premiers in the 1959-60 Geelong turf competition.

Former interstate golfer VIC. SLEIGH ('49), who returned from abroad recently, has played in top pennant golf for the Victoria Club.

ROD MUIR ('24) has received an award inscribed: "Geelong Golf Club. Presented to Rod Muir by Members of the Club in recognition of his great achievement in winning the Club Championship on 21 occasions."

The Gordon Institute's crew which came third in an inaugural boatrace against the Ballarat School of Mines and the Royal Melbourne Technical College on the Barwon, contained the following Old Collegians: W. LESTER ('58), D. WOOD ('58), D. EDGE ('58), Cox N. WALTER ('59).

ALISTER and STEWART LORD ('56) have achieved sudden fame this year while playing football for Geelong.

ALEC. PHILIP ('56) captained a country colts cricket team against a schools' eleven and later returned to the Footscray District side. IAN REDPATH ('58) showed great promise as a batsman with South Melbourne's premiership team. DAVID HINCHLIFFE ('56) was chosen as a bowler with Geelong's successful Country Week eleven.

GEORGE and FRANK COAD, of Kerang, are becoming as widely known for their car rebuilding as for their brilliant performances in motor racing.

BARRY ROBINSON ('55), is physical education master at Essendon Grammar School.
THE PEGASUS

OBITUARY.

Dr. NOEL E. H. BOX, who died suddenly at his home in Hawthorn some weeks ago, had been an ear, nose and throat specialist in Collins St. for 30 years. He attended the College in 1919.

Dr. ROBERT C. E. BRODIE, a student at the College from 1909 to 1915, died in Melbourne on February 10. One of the pioneers in the use of radium and X-rays in treating skin disorders, he also served with Australian General Hospitals in the second World War. He was a keen follower of amateur sports.

THOMAS CRANMER CALDER, who died at Geelong on April 12, aged 74 years, entered the College in 1901. He became one of the best known citizens of this district, as, besides being a member of the Geelong West City Council, he was widely interested in sporting bodies and was himself a noted cricketer. He was employed by the State Electricity Commission as an engineer until his retirement about 10 years ago.

DAVID CRAIG, a Collegian of the years 1888-90, died in May 1957 at the age of 83 years. He retired from the E.S. & A. Bank, Ararat, in 1935.

STANLEY MACK, of "Berry Bank," Berrybank, died at the Repatriation General Hospital, Heidelberg, on February 5, aged 70 years. He attended the College under Mr. Norman Morrison and had spent the greater part of his life on the land in pastoral pursuits. He saw lengthy service in the first World War, enlisting as No. 67 in the 8th Light Horse.

GEORGE VICTOR MORETON, entered at the College in 1906, died on December 8, 1959, at the age of 68 years. He served with the A.I.F. in France during the first World War, but for the greater part of his life was engaged in farming at Lake Bolac. He was keenly interested in the welfare of his home district, holding office in the Presbyterian Church and the Bush Nursing Centre, and taking an active part in sport.

WALTER SYDNEY REID died suddenly at Melbourne on April 12, aged 80. Only a few weeks previously he had been present at a reunion of Old Collegians. Attending the College from 1894 to 1896, he was a member for two years of the first football team. He joined the firm of Gollin and Co., rose to be its managing director and chairman, and developed many other business interests, including the chairmanship of the Commercial Bank of Australia.

ALBERT ALEXANDER RIX died at Geelong on December 29, 1959, at the age of 68 years. After attending the College in 1905-7, he joined the staff of Dalgety and Co. Ltd. and rose to the position of accountant. Resigning from this firm after 18 years, he set up practice as a public accountant, auditor and stock and share broker. His many public interests included the Baptist Church, Rotary and the Protestant Orphanage.

PERCY TOOSE, of Pine Lodge, Boort, who was a pupil at the Geelong College in 1896, died in 1959, aged 80 years.

BIRTHS.

Ronald F. Fallaw, a son, November 22, 1959.
Rae Hume, a son, November 28.
Dr. David Fearon, a daughter, November 29.
John Robb, a son, December 2.
Jeff. Neilson, a daughter, December 4.
Graeme Quick, a daughter, December 9.
John C. Walter, a daughter, December 18.
Bill Mackay, a son, December 24.
Len Kendrick, a son, December 28.
Ian Fitzpatrick, a son, January 12, 1960.
John J. S. O'Brien, a daughter, February 16.
Donald Macmillan, a daughter, February 18.
Graeme Mockridge, a daughter, February 19.
D. W. A. Stewart, a son, February 21.
James B. Heard, a daughter, March 3.
John G. Urbahns, a son, March 8.
John Mills, a daughter, March 14.
Timothy S. Dennis, a son, March 21.
Harvey W. Lade, a son, March 23.
Murdock Finlay, a son, April 14.
Russell Williams, a daughter, April 29.
John George, a son, April 30.
Give Birrell, a daughter, May 3.
George Ewan, a son, May 13.
Barry Beach, a son, May 18.
Max. Anderson, a son, May 27.
Lachlan Simpson, a son, June 3.
PERSONAL NOTES.

W. A. ("Bill") SALMON ('45) is to give his first one-man exhibition of his paintings at the Macquarie Galleries, Sydney, during October, 1961.

JOHN TAYLOR, Jr. ('55) is in California studying the building trade.

BOB. HAZELDINE ('49) is home missionary for Highton and Barrabool while pursuing his theological studies at Melbourne University.

BOB. BUNTINE ('47) is now teaching at The King's School, Parramatta, N.S.W.

MAL. LYON ('48) is temporarily stationed at Canberra following a term at Bonn, West Germany.

MICHAEL AIKMAN ('51) is now teaching at Scotch College, Melbourne. DONALD M. GIBB ('55) who succeeded Michael at Camberwell High School, carried on his good work by coaching the winning High Schools' eight.

ROBERT INGPEN ('54) is taking charge of the design of the College History, with special emphasis on illustrations.

ALBAN T. HOWELLS ('39) has been moved to an Adelaide branch of the Commercial Bank of Sydney.

BOB. GEORGE ('48), who is working with the Geelong branch of Mayne Nickless, has had great success in coaching College crews.

Dr. JOHN G. GIBB ('51) has commenced medical practice in Shepparton.

MAJOR J. WARWICK CALLENDER ('38) is stationed with an Australian Army unit in Perth.

J. A. RIGG ('58) is continuing his studies at Emmanuel College, University, Brisbane.

The College is well represented by Old Boys in South East Asia. REG. V. TAYLOR ('41) has taken a position as general manager of Anglo Thai Motors Ltd., Ford distributor for Siam. GRAHAM KEITH ('51) is an engineer with the British Phosphate Commission at Christmas Island.

Lt. MALCOLM BAIRD, R.A.N. ('47) has left Jervis Bay where he has been Divisional Officer for 2 years. He is now on a twelve month communications course with H.M.S. Mercury, Hampshire, after which he will be on loan to R.N. for 2 years.

STUART BAIRD ('51) has left Kornong and is now managing "Yalla-Y-Poora," Taty­oon.

J. MAX. ANDERSON ('42) is back home in Geelong again with the A.N.Z. Bank.

PETER SUTHERLAND ('53) won the Ryan Prize in Surgery at the Royal Melbourne Hospital and then commenced duties there as a junior resident medical officer.

BRUCE WIGLEY ('46), after three years with the Taylor Instrument Company at Rochester, U.S.A., is working for the same company in Sydney.

Cr. A. L. BACKWELL ('11), Mayor of Geelong from 1956 to 1959, was awarded an O.B.E. in the New Year Honours. Former master and Antarctic explorer, Mr. JOHN BECHER-VAISE, was awarded the M.B.E.

JOHN DAVIDSON ('44) is to be congratulated on winning the Sisalcraft scholarship for 1959. He intends to study administration of architecture in relation to industry.

ALAN F. DAVIES ('41) author of two books "Local Government in Victoria" and "Australian Democracy", has been promoted from Senior Lecturer in Political Science to the position of Reader. A member of the Political Science Department since 1946, he received in 1958 a research grant from the Social Services Division of the Rockefeller Foundation to study abroad.

HARLEY DICKINSON ('57) has returned from New Guinea where he was a Cadet Patrol Officer. He is on leave from the Public Service to study Law at Melbourne University.

CORRECTION.

Sir Francis Rolland has asked us to publish the following correction:—

"It was stated in the last Pegasus that there was to be another "special" appeal for funds to further the work of the Council for Christian Education in Schools. It is not planned nor hoped that another appeal will take place, but that increasing annual subscriptions will make this unnecessary."
BRIAN DUIGAN ('30) is now commanding the Royal Malayan Air Force unit at Kuala Lumpur Airport.

DON DUNOON ('50) has been sent to Australia by the Rootes Group to a position at Fisherman's Bend.

DAVID HOWELL ('18), after working as a missionary in the Belgian Congo for twenty-seven years, has now taken up residence in New Zealand.

BILL MACK ('59) has a position in the Melbourne office of T. & G. Assurance.

Dr. DONALD McLEAN ('43) who is still at the Hospital for Sick Children, Toronto, was guest lecturer at a meeting of Pediatricians from Toronto, Buffalo and Rochester, at Rochester, N.Y. He will lecture on Pappassan virus next July before the Pathological Society of Great Britain in Dublin. He has also been appointed programme secretary of the Virus Society of the International Microbiological Association which will meet in Montreal in August '62.

LIONEL SPARROW ('45) is now Assistant Parts Manager of Rootes (Aust.) Ltd.

MURRAY CRAWCOUR ('37), after living for ten years in a communal settlement in Israel, has now moved to a township near Haifa. Hoping to specialize in bamboo culture in the near future., he is at the moment managing a banana plantation.

DAVID BERRYMAN ('58) is studying Law and working part time with the Melbourne legal firm of Kiddle, Briggs and Willox, to whom he hopes to be articled next year.

GRAEME MORRISON ('59) is now a scholarship student at the Victorian School of Forestry.

ALAN S. FLETCHER ('50) has left the W.A. Education Department to become a master of Hale School, Perth.

DON HOUSTON ('32), after spending time in Papua and in England has been posted to the Consortium operating what were once the Anglo-Iranian oil fields. He holds a position with the Iranian Oil Exploration and Producing Co.

LANGHAM PROUD ('25) was head of the Hamilton group which won the Country Development Competition amongst cities. As a prize, he was given a trip to the U.S.A.

BRUCE KENNEDY ('33) is now Scientific Adviser to the Chief of the Air Staff, Canberra.

DON LAWLER ('49) has moved to Canberra as Public Relations Officer for the R.A.A.F.

GEOFFREY SIDES ('57) has been traveling and working between Charters Towers, Cloncurry and Bourke town.

DAVID SLOANE ('57) is at the Wagga Agricultural College, and is anxious to see any Old Collegians, visiting the area.

RUSS. SEFTON 056), who joined GTV9 on leaving school, has risen from the ranks of junior cameraman to Production Director. He became the youngest television director in Australia and is responsible for the running of several programmes.

HAMISH MACMILLAN ('22) is chairman of the Hale School Parents and Friends Association, W.A. He reports that Hale is running parallel with Geelong College in new buildings and new headmasters.

JOHN McDOUGALL ('46) left Sale to take up duties as Manager of the Gas Supply Co. at Broken Hill.

JAMES N. STEWART ('43) is personal assistant to the Managing Director, Mercedes Benz (Aust.) Pty. Ltd.

JAMES SUTCLIFFE ('47) is a Professor of Music at Duquesne University, Pittsburgh, and in charge of the Opera Workshop there. In June last, his "Elegy and Scherzo" for Wind Orchestra was first given before an open air audience of 2500 by the American Wind Symphony and was well received by the audience. A Mercury long playing record "Music for Quiet Listening" recently received in Australia, includes James's "Gymnopedie."

GEORGE SUTCLIFFE ('48) after graduation from Davidson College, N.C., majoring in physics is now studying for his Master's degree in business administration. He is a 2nd Lieut, in the Ballistic Missile Corps, with deferment until he has finished his course.

KEN FARGHER ('47) left the R.A.N. College, Jervis Bay, where he was instructor, to become Information and Publicity Officer with the Colonial Sugar Refining Co. Ltd.

GILES WARNock ('53) is an overseer OP, Wilcannia, forty odd miles from Wilcannia, N.S.W.
GRAEME PEARCE ('57) has returned after a twelve month period as a government officer in New Guinea. He began his term as an Accounts Clerk in Port Moresby, from there he was posted to Kokopo where he remained for seven months. Here, he was Chief Clerk, Postmaster, Clerk of Courts and second-in command of the Labour Office.

Dr. KENNETH McLEAN ('44) is now director of the new cardiovascular diagnostic centre at the Alfred Hospital, Melbourne.

Major ALEX. TURNBULL ('40) has become Liaison and Intelligence Officer for Pakistan and Turkey at Whitehall.

PETER STOCKELL ('52) has left Malaya for Hong Kong, where he is flying for Cathay Air Lines.

NORMAN SPALDING ('44) is newly appointed chief secretary of Thos. Borthwick & Sons (A'asia) Pty. Ltd.

Capt. HENRY SPALDING ('47) is stationed temporarily at Anglesea Barracks, Hobart.

BOB BELL ('47), formerly of Corowa, has turned up at "Sleat Bank," Hamilton, Vic.

OLD BOYS' DAY 1960.
Saturday, 23rd July.

2.15 p.m. Football on Oval— G.C. v. G.G.S.
4.45 p.m. Annual Meeting of Association in Morrison Hall.
6.15 p.m. Annual Reunion Dinner at Sladen House, Chilwell.

The guest speaker at the Dinner is to be the Principal of the Geelong Grammar School, Dr. J. R. Darling. The new Principal of the College, Mr. P. N. Thwaites will respond to the toast of "The Geelong College."

Tickets for the Dinner are available at £2/2/0 each from the Hon. Secretary of the Association, P.O. Box 1, Geelong, or from Ticket Secretaries, B. Roydhouse, D. Taylor, G. Stevens and R. May. Table bookings may be made. Young Old Boys are especially encouraged to attend.